COLOSSIANS: How Christians Grow
“Christ Is All and in All”
Stage #10 – Colossians 3:18-4:1
CHRIST IN MY FAMILY
Key Verse: Colossians 3:23
Whatever you are doing, be working from the heart, as to the Lord and
not to men;
Text:
v.18 Wives, be submitting yourselves to your husbands, as it is fitting in the
Lord.
v.19 Husbands, be loving your wives, and do not have the habit of being
bitter against them.
v.20 Children, be obeying your parents in all things, for this is well pleasing
in the Lord.
v.21 Fathers, do not be irritating your children, in order that they may not
lose heart (become discouraged).
v.22 Servants, be obeying in all things your masters according to the flesh,
not with eyeservice as men pleasers, but with a sincere heart, fearing the
Lord.
v.23 Whatever you are doing, be working from the heart, as to the Lord and
not to men;
v.24 knowing that from the Lord you will receive the inheritance as a
reward.
v.25 The Master, Christ, you are serving; for the one doing wrong shall
receive back that which he did wrong, and there is no partiality.
4:v.1 Masters, be displaying justice and fairness to your slaves, knowing that
you also are having a Master in heaven.
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A Practical Study of

INTRODUCTION:

In Your Blood
He could’ve been a banker, or a pirate with a sword.
A lion tamer bold with a whip for when they roared.
A firefighter brave with a big red shiny truck.
He might’ve drove a train, or played hockey with a puck.
He could be an accountant with his ledger all in order
Or a dentist cleaning teeth and removing all that tarter.
A doctor’s life was risky, a workin’ folks insides
And then a’ getting sued when a client up and died.
He couldn’t been a preacher a spoutin’ bout the Bible
And telling folks the news of how God was so reliable.
A blacksmith with his hammer, a policeman with his gun,
A septic tank cleaner but boy, that’s sure no fun.
The roll of occupations is as long as you can see.
This feller sat and pondered on just what he should be.
The requirements they were many and hard to overcome,
And if the truth were told, this guy was really dumb.
He wasn’t much to look at; he’d set no hearts a’ flutter,
And when he tried to speak, well it came out as a stutter.
An extra long mustache helped to hide a missing tooth.
When he was around the ladies he acted plum uncouth.
He couldn’t act or sell or cook or even sing.
In fact, there was not much that he could do in this whole scheme of things.
But he found his salvation and knew he’d won the battle,
When the foreman at the ranch a’ hired him on tu’ punchin’ cattle.
Bein’ a cowboy’s pretty low on the evolution scale.
But it sure beats cleanin’ restrooms or deliverin’ the mail.
You spend your time outside in the heat, the cold, the mud,
But you do a job you love when cowboy’s in your blood!
(source unknown)

Lanny Joe Burnett
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(High Five! The Magic of Working Together by Ken Blanchard, Sheldon
Bowles, Don Carew and Eunice Parisi-Carew) New York, NY:
HarperCollins. Copyright – Blanchard Family Partnership and Ode to
Joy Limited, 2001.
Then Weatherby uttered the words that would alter Alan’s life forever:

None of us is as smart as all of us.

Alan knew from the way she had said it that he’d been given a key,
perhaps the key, to Weatherby’s success.
“That’s the essence of a team, Alan. The genuine understanding that
none of us is as smart as all of us. Remember I said the team experience was
humbling? Well, once you accept that none of us is as smart as all of us, you
can begin to put your needs, your pride, your agenda on hold and let the
team’s needs, pride, and agenda become your priority.” . . .
[85 Years old]
“I’m an old lady cramming for her finals, Alan. I’ve been in this home
long enough to know the signs. My Jack is on the downhill slide now. It
won’t be long till he goes,” Weatherby said as she looked over with love and
tenderness at her husband.
“When he’s gone, I’ll be ready to go too,” she said in a quiet voice. Then
she turned her head toward Alan and, with a sudden brilliant smile, added,
“But Alan Foster, before I go, I’m up for one more championship!”
With that her right hand shot up off her cane. Thin, knobby fingers
uncurled and splayed out from her palm as she gave Alan the high-five sign.
“All right!” said Alan with a burst of enthusiasm as his right palm met
hers.
p. 60
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(Everybody’s Normal Till You Get to Know Them by John Ortberg) Grand
Rapids, MI: Zondervan. Copyright – John Ortberg, 2003.
It’s not that we weren’t sending signals. We were. No one would make
eye contact with her, because we were afraid it might encourage her. No one
was nodding their head in response to what she was saying. Our bodies were
facing the other direction. We tapped our feet, we drummed our fingers, we
did everything but go out and rent a large neon sign: Please pause for a
breath. She couldn’t stop. It was as if she had taken some powerful verbal
laxative and the words were out of her control.
Finally her daughter arrived. She and her son stood up to go, but she
kept the word faucet turned on: “Well, we’ve got to go, kids. I’ve got to get
some things for dinner, I’ve got to pick up Dad, and—oh yes—I’ve got to stop
and get some buttons.”
Then her son spoke; the only words he said the entire afternoon:
“Mother, you need some buttons for your mouth.”
p. 110
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CHECK THE OBVIOUS
When Bill Husted walked into his 40th high school reunion, he shook
hands and hugged people for 20 minutes before realizing there were two high
school reunions in the building that day and he was at the wrong one.
Husted, a technology writer for the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, used
that experience to illustrate one of his enduring axioms of computer
troubleshooting: Check the obvious first. Before you replace the sound card,
make sure the volume control is not turned down. If the modem isn’t working,
check to see if it’s connected.
“Check the obvious first” can be a good principle for spiritual
troubleshooting as well. Colossians 3:12-17 lists a dozen spiritual qualities
that indicate a healthy soul. Prominent among them are compassion,
kindness, humility, gentleness, patience, forgiveness, love, and thankfulness.
Before criticizing our church or other Christian groups, we might ask
the Lord to reveal our own shortcomings. Prior to ripping out the wires of
relationships, we could check to see if patience and forgiveness are connected
in our own heart.
It’s good to look inside our heart—to check the obvious first—even
when it feels as if all our problems are caused by others.

I’ll check within my own heart first,
The obvious to see,
That faults I find in others
Are really faults in me. —D. De Haan
Christlike love is patient with the faults of others.
(From Our Daily Bread, Monday, August 13, 2007)
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(Chasing Daylight: Seize the Power of Every Moment by Erwin Raphael
McManus) Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson. Copyright– Erwin Raphael
McManus, 2002.
Their situation was so clearly defined in the Scriptures that there was no
ambiguity about what they should do. Too often the response was the same:
“I need to pray about it.”
A young follower of Christ in a destructive dating relationship is
unwilling to end it even when she knows she should not be involved with
someone who has not embraced the values and heart of God.
A husband whose business “belongs to God” is working virtually 24/7
while his marriage is falling apart and his children are going astray.
A deacon or financial chairman begins coalescing a mob of inactive
members from his church in order to fire their new pastor.
A young couple living together are convinced that being in love
overrides the biblical call not to have sex until after they’re married.
It may be hard to believe, but in these circumstances and many others,
the response of people who consider themselves sincere Christians is, “I need
to pray about it.”
p. 216
A lot of people feel that there is really no need for the family and family
relationship.
Home merely becomes a necessary outpost for existence and that is as far as
it goes for a lot of people.
Because we are living in the days of easy divorce, over 1/4 of a million
children will feel the impact of broken homes this year.

Someone has said that a nation is only as strong as its home, and the heart of
any nation is its home.
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Thayer said:
As our family is, so is society. If well-ordered, well-instructed, and wellgoverned, they are the springs from which go forth the streams of national
greatness and prosperity of civil order and public happiness.
(source unknown)

God has designed the family for the preparation of the child for adult life.
Let us accept as good our Heavenly Father’s design for our lives. Let us learn
well the lessons he wants to teach us in our family.
The God-given responsibilities for family living are being pushed off on
others. For instance, working fathers are putting the responsibility of
training and raising the children upon mothers. We are placing upon our
schools systems the education of our children. Upon our churches, the
spiritual development of our children, and upon boys’ and girls’ clubs and
service organizations like the YMCA and YWCA to provide for the social
needs of our children. Once we have delegated away all of this responsibility,
home really doesn’t exist other than just a place to eat and sleep.
Money, to many men, is the great problem solver.
We are discerning in our study of the Colossian epistle, various stages in our
relationship to Jesus Christ. We now come to a consideration of:
STAGE #10:

CHRIST IN MY FAMILY (Colossians 3:18-4:1).

In this section of Colossians under consideration, we find the Apostle Paul
ADMONISHES SIX DIFFERENT GROUPS.

Someone said:
God created man and then He rested. God created woman and neither or
God nor man has rested since.
(source unknown)
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Abbott says:
18-IV. 1. Special precepts for the several relations of life, the motive
being in each, that what is done is done “in the Lord.”
p. 293

Anders says:
The Relationships of Christian Living (vv. 18-4:1)
SUPPORTING IDEA: Genuine spiritual living is bringing relationships into

compliance with the example of Christ.
p. 332

Anders says:
The arena of relationships is our best testing ground for spiritual
authenticity. Thinking above has practical results here below. True
spirituality deals with “real life.” The false teachers promoted ideas which
made spirituality the possession of the special few who tapped into “higher”
knowledge, engaged in mystical experiences, or conformed to a code of rules.
Paul points believers in another direction. Spirituality is nothing grand,
romantic, or impossible. It is submitting to the supremacy of Christ which
will transform our character and revolutionize our relationships.
p. 332

Barclay says:
THE PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE CHRISTIAN

Colossians 3:18-4:1

p. 191
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Barclay says:
HERE the ethical part of this letter becomes more and more practical. Here
Paul turns to the practical working out of Christianity in the everyday
relationships of life and living. Before we begin to study this passage in some
detail, we must note two great general principles which lie behind it, and
which determine all its demands.
(i) The Christian ethic is an ethic of reciprocal obligation. It is never
an ethic on which all the duties are on one side. As Paul saw it, husbands
have as great an obligation as wives; parents have just as binding a duty as
children; masters have their responsibilities as much as slaves.
This was an entirely new thing. Let us take the cases one by one and
look at them in the light of this new principle.
p. 192

Barclay says:
(ii) The really new thing about the Christian ethic of personal
relationships is that all relationships are in the Lord. The whole of the
Christian life is lived in Christ. In any home the whole tone of personal
relationships must be dictated by the awareness that Jesus Christ is always
an unseen, but an ever-present guest. He is always the third when two are
joined together. In any parent-child relationship the dominating thought is
the Fatherhood of God; and we must treat our children as God treats His sons
and daughters. The thing which settles any master-servant relationship is
that both master and servant are servants of the one Master, Jesus Christ.
The new thing about personal relationships as Christianity sees them is that
Jesus Christ is introduced into them all as the changing and the recreating
factor.
pp. 193-4
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Barclay says:
IN WRITING OF the newness of the Christian faith and message, Dean
Inge said: “It is most significant that the gospel at once introduced a new
ethical terminology. The Greek words which we translate love (or charity),
joy, peace, hope, humility, are no part of the stock-in-trade of the Greek
moralists before Christ. Men do not coin new words for old ideas.” With the
coming of Christianity a new standard of life and conduct entered into life.
p. 115

Barclay says:
Finally, we must look at the rules of conduct that Paul lays down for
the sphere of the family and of the day’s work. The characteristic of these
rules is that they lay it down that all duty is reciprocal. There is no such
thing as a one-sided duty; or, to put it another way, there is no such thing as
a privilege without a corresponding responsibility.
p. 130

Barker & Kohlenberger say:

3. Family relationships are to be strengthened (3:18-4:1)
Several observations are in order as we approach this important
paragraph. (1) We may see it as applying specifically to the general principle
Paul set down in v.17. (2) The emphasis of the whole passage is on duties,
not rights. (3) The duties are reciprocal—i.e., not all the rights are on one
side and all the duties on the other. (4) The entire passage is remarkably
similar to Eph 5:22-33, though it is much briefer. The chief difference is that
in Ephesians, where Paul unfolds the Christian philosophy of marriage, he
introduces a rather extended and beautiful statement about the church as
the bride of Christ.
p. 838
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Barton, Fackler, Taylor & Veerman say:
HONOR AND GLORY
As a Christian, you represent Christ at all times—wherever you go and with
whatever you say. Believers can go about their lives—working, playing,
studying, planning—and do everything to the glory of God with thanks in
their hearts. What impression do people have of Christ when they see or talk
with you? What changes would you make in your life in order to honor
Christ?
p. 220

Barton, Fackler, Taylor & Veerman say:

PRINCIPLES FOR RELATIONSHIPS / 3:18-4:6
In Paul’s day, women, children, and slaves were to submit to the head of the
family—slaves would submit until they were freed, male children until they
grew up, and women and girls for their whole lives. Paul emphasized the
equality of all believers in Christ (Galatians 3:28) . . .
p. 220

Barton, Fackler, Taylor & Veerman say:
Paul gave rules for three sets of household relationships: (1) husbands
and wives, (2) parents and children, and (3) masters and slaves. In each case,
there is mutual responsibility to submit and love, to obey and encourage, to
work hard and be fair. Examine your family and work relationships. Do you
relate to others as God intended?
p. 221
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Baxter says:
II.

PRACTICAL—“THAT YE WALK WORTHILY”
(iii.-iv.).
The new life—and believers individually
(iii. I-II)
The new life—and believers reciprocally
(iii. 12-17)
The new life—and domestic relationships
(iii. 18-21)
The new life—and employment obligations
(iii. 22-iv. I)
p. 203

Bruce says:
The Christian duty of mutual deference is inculcated in several of the ethical
sections of the NT letters. Thus, in the section of Ephesians which
corresponds to Col. 3:18-4:1 the Christian wife’s deference to her husband is
enjoined as a particular expression of the general duty of submissiveness
which all Christians are encouraged to show to one another: “Be subject one
to another in the fear of Christ—wives [in particular] to your own husbands,
as to the Lord” (Eph. 5:21-22).
Here in Colossians, however, there is a more definite paragraph
division between the preceeding general instructions (“Put on”) and the
specific directions for the Christian household. Certainly in Col. 3:18-4:1 the
general principles of Christian behavior laid down in the foregoing paragraph
(Col. 3:12-17) are applied in the special setting of the Christian home, but the
exposition of the theme “be subject” is confined to that setting.
pp. 160-61

Bruce says:
In the literary treatment of household administration, codes of
domestic behavior were a regular feature. In these the mutual duties of
husbands and wives, parents and children, masters and slaves, and so forth
were prescribed.
p. 161
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Carson says:
d. Practical injunctions (iii. 18-iv. I)
18, 19. The recurrence of the significant phrase in the Lord is a reminder
that, for the believer, human relationships must be considered from the
standpoint of this basic relationship with Christ.
p. 92

Dunnam says:
Paul turns from a practical description of the new life in Christ to talk
very plainly and practically about a Christian style of relationship. He spells
out the traditional gospel for marriage, family, vocation, and our everyday
life. Most of the conflict we know is interpersonal conflict. We can trace most
of our difficulties to difficult people. We all expect people to perform
according to our standard. We need desperately to love and be loved, but
often we can’t accept expressions of love offered us, and the way we want to
express love may be a barrier rather than a blessing in our most intimate
relationships.
p. 385

Eadie says:
The apostle now comes to the inculcation of some special duties
belonging to social and domestic life. Steiger, after Chrysostom and
Theophylact, has remarked, that only in Epistles addressed to Asiatic
churches do such formal exhortations occur, and he endeavours to account for
it by the supposition that the liberty proclaimed by the false teachers had
developed a dangerous licentiousness, and taught a kind of Antinomian
exemption from the rules and obligations of morality.
p. 256
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Gaebelein says:
Verse 18-iv:1. Wives, husbands, children, fathers, servants and
masters are exhorted how to walk in the different relationships while still in
the body. The more complete exhortations as to husband and wife are found
in the Epistle to the Ephesians (chapter v:22-23); and as to children, fathers,
servants and masters in chapter vi:1-9.
p. 79

Garland says:
HOW DOMESTIC LIFE should be ordered was not considered a trivial
matter in the ancient world, and household management was a topic of
discussion among philosophers. Christians probably reflected on this topic
because of the widespread interest in household management and because
the household was so vital to the life of the church.
p. 241

Gromacki says:
In this new section, Paul sought to apply the general principles of Christian
behavior to specific life situations.
p. 146

I. IN THE HOME (3:18-4:1)

Gromacki says:
In this section, the duties of six family members are set forth. Those
duties are stated in three pairs of sentences. In each pair, the subordinate
person is addressed first.
p. 146
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Hendriksen says:
A new paragraph begins here. The sublime yet very practical truth
that Christ is the only and all-sufficient Savior and as such the source of the
believers’ life is now going to be applied to special groups. Paul is thinking of
household groups. What we have here, therefore, is a kind of “table of
household duties,” sometimes simply called “house-table.”
p. 167

Hendriksen says:
(3) Christianity, as originating in Christ, supplied the only true
pattern for God-glorifying conduct on the part of the very groups here
discussed, namely, wives and their husbands, children and their fathers,
servants and their masters.
p. 167

C. Henry says:

3. Family and Social Relationships (3:18-4:1)
Paul now turns to the principal social relationships and urges his
readers to live out their faith in the circumstances in which God has set
them. We can always live our lives as service to God.
p. 329

Henry says:
Verses 18-25
Exhortations to relative duties. We must never separate the privileges
and duties of the gospel religion.
p. 1874
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Hughes says:
We have considered the cosmic fullness of Christ who created and
presently sustains the universe by his power. We have also examined the
implications of his fullness for every area of life. Now we will look at the
domestic fullness of Christ. In the earlier studies we saw the cosmic, supramundane; here all is domestic and totally mundane. We move from the
religion of the universe to the religion of the kitchen and bedroom. Since
Christ is the fullness of the universe, he must also be the source of fullness in
the home.
Colossians 3:18-4:1 could well be titled, “How to Have a Full, Rich
Family Life.” The text contains three sets of exhortations: verses 18 and 19
to wives and husbands, verses 20 and 21 to children and parents, 3:22-4:1 to
servants and masters.
p. 115

Hughes says:
It is teaching which is much needed today when marriage has fallen into
disrepute, as with the seven-year-old girl who had just seen the movie
Cinderella and was testing her neighbor lady’s knowledge of the story. The
neighbor, anxious to impress the little girl, said, “I know what happens at the
end.” “What?” asked the girl. “Cinderella and the prince live happily ever
after.” To which the little girl answered, “Oh no, they didn’t. They got
married!”
pp. 115-16

Ironside says:
The Earthly Relationships of the New Man
p. 154

(Chap. 3:18-4:1.)
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Ironside says:
In these verses the Holy Spirit, who, as we have seen, is Himself not
mentioned in this epistle, save incidentally in verse 8 of chapter 1, gives us
instruction in regard to the sanctification of the natural, or earthly,
relationships of the new man. It would be a great mistake to suppose, as
some have done, that because we are members of the new creation we need
no longer consider ordinary human ties or responsibilities.
pp. 154-5

Ironside says:
It will be noticed that in each of the scriptures referred to the weaker
is dealt with first, and then the stronger; or the one subject first, and then the
one in authority: so here we have wives and husbands; then children and
fathers; and lastly, servants and masters. Let us examine with some degree
of care what the Holy Spirit says to each one.
p. 156

King says:
AMONG the greatest achievements of Christianity is the Christian Home,
which fact has so often created a deep impression on the mission-field. It is
important to note how great a stress the new Testament places on it. To take
two instances. When Legion had been so gloriously transformed by the Lord
JESUS, he wanted straightaway to go overseas for Him, to bear witness to His
gracious power to heal and save; but the Master had other plans for him, “Go
home . . . and tell them”, Mark v. 19; “and shew . . .” Luke viii. 39. Home was
to be his first mission-field, as it is for all Christians. How strikingly
successful this man was in his home ministry is seen in the fact that these
people who had turned JESUS away, when He returned, “gladly received Him,
for they were all waiting for Him”; Luke viii. 40. Yes, if you have never yet
done it, “tell” the news, and “shew” the new man at home.
p. 97
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Laurin says:
Three relationships are brought forward and in each case the secret of
maintaining good relations is reciprocity. It means to balance the budget of
experience by mutual understanding, mutual obligation and mutual cooperation. What is required of one is to be required of the other. It is giving
and returning in kind. This is a very reasonable and understandable
condition for it is generally recognized that in any of the three relationships
in view, trouble arises whenever one party seeks an unfair advantage over
the other. But when reciprocal obligations are assumed the yoke of
relationship is equally distributed and balanced and peace and harmony are
achieved.
p. 155

Laurin says:
Most marital troubles arise when husbands either abdicate their
masculine place of leadership or go to the extreme of tyranny; or when wives
forget the chief role of their feminine qualities and charms.
Most family troubles arise when children give orders and dominate the
home by either active or passive disobedience; or when parents abdicate the
responsibilities of parental government and submit to juvenile domination.
Most labor troubles arise when greed and selfishness cause either side
of the labor-management team to be motivated by unworthy standards of
either work or wage.
The secret in all three relationships is Christian reciprocity.
pp. 155-6

Lenski says:
These directions are not novelties but the simple, fundamental obligations of
the Word. As is done in Ephesians, so here wives, children, and slaves are
placed first.
p. 181
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MacArthur says:
B. Christian Households (3:18-4:1)
3:18-4:1 Paul discusses the new man’s relationship to others. This
passage is also a brief parallel to Ephesians 5:19-6:9 . . .
p. 1743

MacArthur says:
The New Man
Makes a New Home
p. 163

MacArthur says:
In this passage Paul provides brief, direct instructions on Christian
living in the home. He discusses the three relationships in ancient homes:
Husbands and wives (3:18-19), parents and children (3:20-21), and masters
and servants (3:22-4:1). He gives a word to wives, a word to husbands, a
word to children, a word to parents, a word to servants, and a word to
masters.
p. 166
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McGee says:
Now Paul comes to the subject of holiness in the home. You will notice
that he is dealing with the same things that he dealt with in the Epistle to
the Ephesians. There he told them to be filled with the Holy Spirit, and then
he gave them these same instructions. Here in Colossians he writes, “Let the
word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom,” and then he goes on to give
instructions for living.
What does it mean to be filled with the Holy Spirit? It means that you
will have to be filled with the Word of Christ also. The Word of God is
inspired by the Spirit of God. If the Word of God dwells in you richly, then
you are filled with the Spirit of God. I do not believe that you can be filled
with the Holy Spirit or that you can serve Christ until you are filled with the
knowledge of His Word. “Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly.”
Now, if the Word of Christ dwells in you richly, it will work itself out in
your life, and it will have an effect on your home.
p. 360

Melick says:
Christian commitment affects every area of life, including the family.
It was natural, therefore, for Paul and other writers to specify the Christian’s
responsibilities in these areas. Several matters of introduction will help put
these commands in their proper perspective.
pp. 307-8

Melick says:
The passage resembles Eph 5:22-6:9. Both the basic content and the
order of presentation are the same. Colossians is much shorter in the first
two sets of relationships, husband/wife and parent/child, but more extended
in discussing the master/slave relationship. In each case Colossians presents
the heart of the matter, but both Ephesians and Colossians interpret the
other.
p. 308
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Moule says:
WE have followed the Apostle thus far in his lesson of Holiness, as it
has to do with social Christian life in general. We come now to the
application of principles to one all-important particular, holiness as lived out
in the Christian Home.
p. 231

O’Brien says:
p. 214

Behavior in the Christian Household (3:18-4:1)

O’Brien says:
Colossians 3:18-4:1 contains a series of admonitions addressed
successively to wives and husbands, children and fathers, slaves and
masters. The paragraph is introduced without any connecting particle and
constitutes an independent, self-contained paraenetic unit. Luther called
this scheme of household duties a Haustafel, which means “a list of rules for
the household,” but it is usually translated into English as “house-table.”
The rules formulated to govern behavior patterns within the Christian
household . . .
p. 214

O’Brien says:
Colossians 3:18-4:1 is a self-contained paraenetic unit consisting of
three pairs of reciprocal exhortations. In each case the exhortation deals
with the proper kind of attitude or action which should be shown by one
member to the other.
p. 219
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Parker says:
Then the Apostle begins to exhort wives, husbands, children, fathers,
servants. All that comes as a matter of course. Get the soul right in its
relation to Christ, and there will be no difficulty with wives, husbands,
children, fathers, servants. Let god have his right place in the family, and all
the household falls into music. Even the servants will know that there is a
touch of heaven somewhere in the house.
p. 71

Patzia says:
The NIV entitles this section “Rules for Christian Households.” Here
Paul sets forth a series of reciprocal admonitions that are to govern the
relationships between wives and husbands, children and parents, and slaves
and masters. This list forms what has come to be known in academic circles
as the Haustafeln, a German term meaning a list of rules or duties for
members of a household.
p. 83

Patzia says:
The appearance of these “household rules” in so many NT epistles
indicates that such instruction was necessary in the early church. People
needed to know how their new life in Christ affected their personal
relationships in the household as well as in the larger body of Christ. The
similarity of these exhortations, particularly in Colossians, Ephesians, and
1 Peter, indicates that they were part of a body of traditional material that
was developed and passed on in the churches.
p. 83
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Phillips says:
The clue to what follows lies in what has just gone before. Paul is
beginning a new subject, but it is by no means divorced from the preceding
context. It is only as the Word of Christ dwells in us richly (the Greek word
describes a wealthy person) that we can behave in a Christlike way toward
one another in the various relationships of life.
p. 189

Pickell says:
Having dealt with the individual’s life in Christ, Paul now touches on
the effect Christian faith should have on family and business relationships,
the prayer life, and relationships with unbelievers.
p. 62

Pickell says:
1. For the family, 3:18-21. Perhaps the most difficult place to maintain
a consistent Christian witness is the home. There we may be ourselves. We
do not need to impress people or guard our speech. We can be and do what
we please. Or can we? Not if we are earnest in our faith. While it is true
that we may be more relaxed at home, and that our loved ones will be more
inclined than our business associates to overlook our failings, we have a duty
as Christians to manifest the gospel in the privacy of our homes; for the home
is, in reality, a miniature church. If we are not Christians at home, we are
not Christians at all. So Paul addresses himself to wives, husbands, children,
and parents.
p. 62
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Radmacher, Allen & House say:
3:18-4:1 These verses show Christians how to do everything in the
home “in the name of the Lord Jesus” (v. 17). All members of the household
are responsible to Christ. There are three balanced pairs of exhortations: to
wives and husbands (3:18, 19); to children and fathers (3:20, 21); and to
servants and masters (3:22-4:1).
p. 1567

Robertson says:
In each instance it will be seen that Paul touches the sore spot, so to speak.
His remarks are brief, but to the point.
p. 116

Robertson says:
What follows (direction to the various groups) is in this same vein.
Sociological problems have always existed. Paul puts his finger on the sore
spot in each group with unerring skill like a true diagnostician.
p. 506

Simpson & Bruce say:
The household duties are here divided into three correlative pairs.
First come the mutual duties of wives and husbands.
p. 289
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Trentham says:
Specific Christian Duties

Colossians 3:18 to 4:1
The form of this passage is derived from the moral philosophy in vogue
in the Hellenistic world. “There were philosophers who held that the function
of philosophy was not to reveal the mysteries of the universe, but to advise
mankind as to their conduct in the relations of domestic life. Paul himself
may have felt no little sympathy with this point of view.”
Senecca said: “Some have allowed only that part of philosophy which
tells the husband how to behave toward his wife, the father how to bring up
his children, the master how to govern his slaves.”
Here Paul gives counsel to the Christian husband, the Christian
father, and the Christian master. Underlying the Pauline ethic is a deep
reverence for a person as a person. “There is neither male nor female: for ye
are all one in Christ Jesus” (Gal. 3:28).

Duties of Husbands and Wives
In the Greco-Roman world women were regarded as either toys or
nuisances or, as under the Jewish law, they were regarded as chattel. A
Jewish man owned his wife just as he owned his house. No Jewish woman
could initiate divorce proceedings, for she had no legal rights.
p. 155

Wiersbe says:

Filled with the Word
Colossians 3:16-4:1 parallels Ephesians 5:18-6:9, except that the emphasis
here is on being filled with the Word of God. When the Word controls your
life, you will be joyful (3:16), thankful (3:17), and submissive (3:18-4:1), and
these are the same characteristics of the Spirit-filled Christian as explained
in Ephesians 5:18-6:9. To be filled with the Spirit of God means to be
controlled by the Word of God.
p. 785
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Wuest says:
Paul now turns from general exhortations to those addressed to particular
individuals, wives, husbands, children, fathers, servants.
p. 228

Wuest says:
Wives, be constantly subjecting yourselves with implicit obedience to
your husbands as you ought to do in the Lord. Husbands, be loving your
wives with a divine love which impels you to deny yourselves for their
benefit, and stop being bitter and harsh to them. Children, be obeying your
parents in all things, for this is commendable in the Lord. Fathers, stop
irritating your children, lest they become disheartened. Slaves, be constantly
obedient in all things to your human masters, not with eye-service as menpleasers, but with an undivided heart, fearing the Lord.
Whatever you are doing, from your soul do it diligently as to the Lord
and not to men, knowing that from the Lord you will receive back the just
recompense which consists of the inheritance. The [heavenly] Master, Christ,
you are serving. For the one who is doing wrong will get back that which he
did which is wrong. And there is no showing of partiality. Masters, that
which is just and equitable be rendering on your part to your slaves, knowing
that you also have a Master in heaven.
p. 38
Let’s begin our work on:
STAGE #10: CHRIST IN MY FAMILY (Colossians 3:18-4:1).
Be sure and STAR VERSE 23 while we are working through the passage.
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v.18 Wives, be submitting yourselves to your husbands, as it is fitting in
the Lord.

The NET Bible then translates verse 18:
Wives, submit to your husbands, as is fitting in the Lord.

Peterson paraphrases verse 18:
Wives, understand and support your husbands by submitting to them
in ways that honor the Master.
There are so many in our culture who are taking a very light view of the
marriage relationship. This is totally in contrast to what the Bible has to
say.
Hebrews 13:4 (NASB)
Let marriage be held in honor among all, and let the marriage bed be
undefiled; for fornicators and adulterers God will judge.
Ephesians 5:23 (NASB)
For the husband is the head of the wife, as Christ also is the head of
the church, He Himself being the Savior of the body.
Ephesians 5:33 (NASB)
Nevertheless let each individual among you also love his own wife even
as himself; and let the wife see to it that she respect her husband.
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Proverbs 5:15-19 (MSG)
Do you know the saying, “Drink from your own rain barrel, draw water
from your own spring-fed well”? It’s true. Otherwise, you may one day
come home and find your barrel empty and your well polluted. Your
spring water is for you and you only, not to be passed around among
strangers. Bless your fresh-flowing fountain! Enjoy the wife you
married as a young man! Lovely as an angel, beautiful as a rose—
don’t ever quit taking delight in her body. Never take her love for
granted!
Song of Solomon 8:6-7 (NIV)
Place me like a seal over your heart, like a seal on your arm; for love is
as strong as death, its jealousy unyielding as the grave. It burns like
blazing fire, like a mighty flame. Many waters cannot quench love;
rivers cannot wash it away. If one were to give all the wealth of his
house for love, it would be utterly scorned.
The Apostle Paul is going to be talking about SIX DIFFFERENT GROUPS in
STAGE #10: CHRIST IN MY FAMILY:
1.

He begins with the “WIVES,”

2.

He moves to the “HUSBANDS,”

3.

“CHILDREN,”

4.

“FATHERS,”

5.

“SERVANTS,” and

6.

“MASTERS.”
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The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
In this last section Paul turned to practical interpersonal relations that
should flow from a believer’s position in Christ. First, he exhorted each
member in human families to perfect (mature in) his private life (wives,
husbands, children, fathers, slaves, masters; 3:18-4:1). He then reminded
believers to perfect their prayer lives (4:2-4) and their public lives (4:5-6).
Then he shared his concern for perfecting the personal lives of all the
Colossian believers (4:7-18).

The Bible Knowledge Commentary titles this section and then says:
Perfecting one’s private life (3:18-4:1).

In accordance with the theme of Colossians—maturity in Christ
(1:28)—Paul exhorted believers to become mature in their private home
relationships.

The Bible Knowledge Commentary then says about verse 18:
3:18. Wives are to submit to their husbands as their heads. This
command was not limited to Paul’s day, as is obvious from two reasons he
gave elsewhere: (1) the order of Creation (man was created first, then woman;
1 Tim. 2:13); (2) the order within the Godhead (Christ submits to the Father;
1 Cor. 11:3). Submission or subordination does not mean inferiority; it
simply means that the husband, not the wife, is head of the home. If he may
be thought of as the “president,” she is the “vice-president.”
Of course there are moral limits to this submission; it is only as is
fitting in the Lord. Just as obedience to government is commanded (Rom.
13:1; Titus 3:1; 1 Peter 2:13) but only insofar as government takes its place
under God (Ex. 1; Dan. 3; 6), even so a wife’s submission to her husband is
only “in the Lord.” That is, she is not obligated to follow her husband’s
leadership if it conflicts with specific scriptural commands.
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The first group that is addressed is “WIVES.”
“WIVES” are told to be IN SUBMISSION TO THEIR HUSBANDS.
There are THREE THOUGHTS in the words SUBMISSION:
1.

CONTROL—the wife is to allow the husband to control her,

2.

OBEDIENCE—the wife is to be obedient, and

3.

AUTHORITY—God has a divine chain of authority and it is the
wife’s position to be under the authority of her husband.

In my relationship to my Heavenly Father, it is saying:
“Not my will, but yours be done.”

Someone said:
The submissive spirit equals the freedom to be creative under the protection
of divinely appointed authority.
(source unknown)

Longfellow said:
Submission is the footprint of faith in the pathway of sorrow.
(source unknown)
PAUL, in writing about the husband-wife relationship, commands the wives:
Ephesians 5:21 (KJV)
Wives, submit yourselves unto your own husbands, as unto the Lord.
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This submission in Ephesians 5 is a:
VISIBLE MANIFESTATION OF A SPIRIT-FILLED LIFE.
PETER, writing on the responsibility of submission of wives to their husband
says involves a “gentle and quiet spirit”:
1 Peter 3:4 (NASB)
but let it be the hidden person of the heart, with the imperishable
quality of a gentle and quiet spirit, which is precious in the sight of
God.
It’s the confidence that God will use even the mistakes of those in authority
over us to achieve His character in us.
Ephesians 5:22 (TLB)
You wives must submit to your husband’s leadership in the same way
you submit to the Lord.
This submission on the part of the wife is to be “AS IT IS FITTING IN THE
LORD.”
This tells me the submission involved on the part of the wife is not to be a
wholesale abandonment of moral principle and personal conviction, but it is a
submission which “IS FITTING IN THE LORD.”
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I am reminded of a passage in EXODUS where the midwives were
commanded by Pharaoh to kill all the Hebrew baby boys. Their
unwillingness to be submissive to this edict is blessed by the Lord.
Exodus 1:19-21 (NIV)
The midwives answered Pharaoh, “Hebrew women are not like
Egyptian women; they are vigorous and give birth before the midwives
arrive.” So God was kind to the midwives and the people increased
and became even more numerous. And because the midwives feared
God, he gave them families of their own.
The second illustration is PETER as he is commanded by the authorities not
to preach in the name of Jesus Christ in Acts 5. Peter responds with the
words:
Acts 5:29 (version unknown)
. . . Whether we should obey God or man, judge ye.
And they continued in their ministry.
Acts 5:28-29 (NASB)
saying, “We gave you strict orders not to continue teaching in this
name, and behold, you have filled Jerusalem with your teaching, and
intend to bring this man’s blood upon us.” But Peter and the apostles
answered and said, “We must obey God rather than men.
I take it from these passages that there is a time when a failure to submit on
the part of the wife can be pleasing to the Lord and also blessed by Him
because the submission to the authority would involve disobedience.
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I think one of the primary Biblical principles of servant leadership needs to
be brought to our attention:
WOMEN ARE RESPONDERS. When women are served and their
security is assured, and their self-image is praised, this precedes
submission.
We would do well to note the recurrence of the little phrase “IN THE LORD”
in this section.
It is “IN THE LORD” that happy, healthy, harmonious family relationships
are established.
Too many MARRIAGES FALL APART because it is characterized as being:
a SERVING RELATIONSHIP before and
a SELFISH RELATIONSHIP afterwards.
In this section, we are the precepts for happy relationships in our family.
The motive behind our behavior in each of these is:
what is done is done “IN THE LORD.”
In this section it is not what do others owe to me, but what do I owe to others.
Ask yourself the QUESTION:
DO I PRAY?
I am convinced a wife has no problem being submissive when she sees her
husband submissive to the Lord in spending time in prayer.
Christ, the all-sufficient Savior, can meet my needs in daily life. This is the
emphasis in this portion of the book.
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Moule says:
We come now to the application of principles to one all-important particular,
holiness as lived out in the Christian Home. . . . Home is truly “the
masterpiece of the applied Gospel” . . .
pp. 231-2
If it works at the house it will work anywhere!
Just as the wife has learned to be SUBMISSIVE TO HER LORD, so she lives
out this principle of SUBMISSION TO HER HUSBAND.
Just as MARY gave response to the angel of the Lord:
Luke 1:38 (version unknown)
. . . be it unto me according to thy will.
So wives are challenged to find their greatest fulfillment in being submissive
to their husbands.

Anders says:
Submit is a call to recognize and respond to the God-ordained authority of the
husband. Submission does not diminish the equality or destroy the dignity of
the wife. Christ himself is the model for equality with God and submission to
the one with whom he is equal (1 Cor. 11:3; 15:28; Phil. 2). To function
properly, any institution must have clear lines of authority and submission.
The family is no different. The wife’s submission is fitting in the Lord.
Fitting means “proper or appropriate.” Submission is God’s desire and design
for Christian wives, so it is to be obeyed by those who belong to the Lord.
pp. 332-3
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Barclay says:
The one fundamental effect of this Christian teaching about marriage is that
marriage becomes a co-operation and a partnership. It becomes something
which is entered into, not merely for the convenience of the husband, but in
order that both husband and wife may find a new joy and a new completeness
in life in each other. Any marriage in which everything is done for the
comfort and the convenience of one of the partners, and where the other
exists simply to gratify the needs and the desires of the first, is not a
Christian marriage.
p. 194

Barclay says:
Wives are to be subject to their husbands as a Christian duty; but equally
husbands are to love their wives, and never to be harsh with them (Col. 3:18-19).
p. 130

Barker & Kohlenberger say:
The one duty Paul enjoins on the wife is to “submit” (GK 5718), an attitude
that recognizes the rights of authority. His main thought is that the wife is
to defer to (i.e., be willing to take second place to) her husband. Yet we
should never interpret this as if it implies that the husband may be a
domestic despot, ruling his family with a rod of iron. It does imply, however,
that the husband has an authority the wife must forgo exercising. In areas
where one must yield—e.g. in the husband’s choice of a profession or of a
geographical location for doing his work—the primary submission devolves
upon the wife.
Three things may be said about a wife’s subjection to her husband.
(1) The context shows that the wife’s attitude is prompted and warranted by her
husband’s unselfish love. (2) The way in which Paul expresses this concept
shows that the submission is to be voluntary. The wife’s submission is never to
be forced on her by a demanding husband; it is the deference that a loving wife,
conscious that her home must have a head, gladly shows to a worthy and
devoted husband. (3) Such submission is said to be “fitting in the Lord,” i.e., it
is becoming and proper not only in the natural order but also in the Christian
order. This whole issue, then, is lifted to a new and higher level.
p. 838
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Barton, Fackler, Taylor & Veerman say:
Why is submission of wives to husbands fitting in the Lord? This may have
been good advice for Christian women, newly freed in Christ, who found
submission difficult. Paul told them that they should willingly follow their
husbands’ leadership in Christ.
p. 221

Bruce says:
If the Stoic disciple asked why he should behave in a particular way, his
teacher would no doubt tell him that it was “fitting” because it was in
conformity with nature. When a Christian convert asked the same question,
he was told that such behavior was “fitting in the Lord”; members of the
believing community should live thus for Christ’s sake.
p. 162

Calvin says:
He commands wives to be subject. This is clear, but what follows is of
doubtful signification—as it is fit in the Lord. For some connect it thus—“Be
subject in the Lord, as it is fit.” I, however, view it rather differently,—As it
is fit in the Lord, that is, according to the appointment of the Lord, so that he
confirms the subjection of wives by the authority of God.
p. 219
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Carson says:
The submission of the wife to the husband is befitting to those who are in the
Lord, and who thus accept the divine pattern as seen in the original design of

the Creator. But the emphasis in this series of injunctions for the family is
that responsibilities are reciprocal. If the wife offers obedience it is in the
context of the husband’s love. There must be no self-seeking on the
husband’s part, for Christian love (agapē), as exemplified supremely in
Christ, is far removed from mere natural love (erōs) in that it seeks primarily
the good of the beloved rather than the satisfaction to be gained from the
relationship. Negatively the husband is warned of the danger of petty
tyranny when bitterness or harshness usurps the place of love.
p. 92

Eadie says:
“Wives, submit yourselves to your husbands.”
p. 257

Eadie says:
The submission which is inculcated on the part of the wife is wholly different
in source and form from that slavery which is found in heathen lands, for it is
the willing acquiescence which springs out of social position and wedded love,
and is dictated at once by a wife’s affection, and by her instinctive tendency to
lean on her husband for support. The very satire which is heaped upon a wife
who governs, or who attempts it, is a proof that society expects that fitting
harmony of the hearth which the gospel recommends.
p. 257
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Fergusson says:
In the second part of the chapter, from this verse to the end, he
treateth of these duties which relate to Christians, as they are members of a
family; and as there are in every complete family three pairs, to wit, husband
and wife, parents and children, masters and servants, whereof the latter is
always inferior to the former, so he points at the duty of each of those, and
still beginneth with the inferior first . . .
p. 366

Gaebelein says:
The same loving submission of the wives to their husbands “as is fitting in
the Lord” is here stated once more. And husbands are to love their wives and
be not bitter against them. God has established and sanctioned the marriage
relation; sin has come in and brought its corruption, never so much in
evidence as in our own days. Believers in this relationship are exhorted to
give in it a lovely display of the union which exists between Christ and the
church.
p. 79

Garland says:
THE INSTRUCTION THAT the wife submit to her husband fits the norm of what
was regarded as becoming conduct for a wife in Paul’s culture. Plutarch
argued, “If [wives] subordinate themselves to their husbands, they are
commended, but if they want to have control, they cut a sorrier figure than
the subjects of control.”
p. 243

Garland says:
(2) The verb “submit” (hypotasso) does not convey some innate
inferiority but is used for a modest, cooperative demeanor that puts others
first. It was something expected of all Christians regardless of their rank or
gender . . .
p. 243
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Garland says:
Paul also qualifies this submission further with the phrase, “as is
fitting in the Lord.” Lohse comments that what is regarded as “fitting
(aneko) is determined entirely by custom and tradition. Those who have ever
lived in another culture for any length of time soon learn that things “fitting”
in their own culture are unseemly in another. But Paul does not just say that
it is culturally proper or correct but “fitting in the Lord.” The Lord
determines what is fitting or not. Some things may be culturally acceptable,
but reflection on them “in the Lord” leads to the realization that they are
unfit for a Christian.
p. 244

Gromacki says:
The imperative (hupotassesthe) can be translated in two possible ways:
“submit yourselves” or “be submissive.” In either case, the present tense
stresses constant, daily submission. The word comes from the military world
where soldiers were to be in order (tassō) under (hupo) the directions of their
officer. Paul earlier praised the Colossians’ spiritual order (2:5).
The subordination of the wife to the husband, both in the family and in
the church, is functional. It is intended to help believers carry out the divine
purpose for the family. It does not imply personal inferiority or dictatorial
rule. Paul explained “But I would have you know, that the head of every man
is Christ, and the head of the woman is the man, and the head of Christ is
God” (I Cor. 11:3). Within the trinitarian oneness of the divine Being, there
is an equality of persons, but there is also a functional order to execute the
redemptive program. In like manner, the husband and the wife are personal
equals, but there is subordination for functional purposes.
p. 147
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Hendriksen says:
18. The first admonition is, Wives, be submissive to your husbands, as
is fitting in the Lord. Suffragists have said that it is positively wicked to use
the word “obey” in the marriage contract. They have loudly affirmed that the
marriage service in its present “Form” compels the bride to take a vow which
she has no intention of keeping. A Prayer Book has eliminated the word
“obey” from its Marriage Form. All this, however, does not “eliminate” Col.
3:18! Moreover, a little searching will quickly show that what the passage
teaches is the consistent doctrine of Scripture . . .
p. 168

Hendriksen says:
And the reason given here in Col. 3:18 is that such obedience is (and always
has been) “fitting in the Lord,” being in harmony with his will as revealed in
Scripture. A Christian wife will therefore gladly strive to regulate her
conduct in harmony with this command. She will not begin to think that her
equality in spiritual standing before God and the great liberty which has now
become her portion as a believer (Ga. 3:28) entitles her to forget about the
fact that in his sovereign wisdom God made the human pair in such a
manner that it is natural for the husband to lead, for the wife to follow; for
him to be aggressive (in the most favorable sense), for her to be receptive; for
him to invent, for her to use the tools which he invents. The tendency to
follow was embedded in Eve’s very soul as she came forth from the hand of
her Creator. Hence any attempt to reverse this order is displeasing to God.
p. 168

Hendriksen says:
In connection with this command that wives be submissive to their
husbands the following should also be noted:
(1) It does not imply the wives’ inferiority to their husbands. . . .
(2) It is not absolute. . . .
(3) It is issued in a context of love . . .
p. 169
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C. Henry says:
He begins with wives and husbands. He counsels submission of wives, but
not the total submission common in the ancient world, only such as “is fitting
in the Lord.”
p. 329

Henry says:
I. The duties of wives and husbands (v. 18): Wives, submit yourselves
unto your own husbands, as it is fit in the Lord. Submission is the duty of
wives. It is agreeable to the order of nature and the reason of things, as well
as the appointment and will of God. It is submission to a husband, and to her
own husband, who stands in the nearest relation, and is under strict
engagements to proper duty too. And this is fit in the Lord.
p. 1874

Hughes says:
Christ’s word to the woman in the Christian home is: “Wives, submit to
your husbands, as is fitting in the Lord.” I know of few statements that will
rouse the ire of our modern assertive, rights-seeking, power-seeking culture
than this. But it is God’s Word, and we must resist those who would explain
it away. It is God’s design for fullness. Are there qualifications? Of course.
“Submit” is not a synonym for servile, menial bondage. The appeal is to free
responsible people and can only be heeded voluntarily. Moreover, none are
called to follow it into sin or irrationality or harm of any kind. “We must obey
God rather than men” (Acts 5:29). This is a charge for Christians who are
living as Christians.
p. 117
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Ironside says:
“Wives, submit yourselves unto your own husbands, as it is fit in the
Lord.” Where husband and wife are both Christians seeking to do the will of
God, in whose hearts there is real mutual affection and esteem there will be
no difficulty whatever in regard to such an admonition as this; but it will
require true grace to yield loving obedience when perhaps the husband is a
carnal, worldly, and unreasonable man, and yet we need to remember the
marriage relationship is divinely ordained and as the old wedding ceremony
puts it, “not to be lightly entered into,” and according to the Word of God not
easily to be terminated.
pp. 156-7

Ironside says:
“As it is fit in the Lord,” suggests that gracious demeanor which ever
characterized Him while He was in this scene, and also that her submission
and obedience will never be such as to injure conscience or dishonor the Lord.
p. 158

Jamieson, Fausset & Brown say:
as it is fit in the Lord—Greek, “was fit,” implying that there was at Colosse
some degree of failure in fulfilling this duty, “as it was your duty to have done
as disciples of the Lord.”
p. 1326
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King says:

Husband and wife, 18-19. This relationship is, of course, fundamental
to the well-being of the home. Not a few children have developed disastrously
simply because of the sad relationship existing between these two. Children
notice far more than parents sometimes realize. How truly tragic it is when
those who should be the home-makers become the home-breakers. GOD
counts the family life as so deeply important, which, we may be sure, is why
He “setteth the solitary in families”, Psalm lxviii. 6. (1) Wives are given this
guiding word, “submit,” which does not imply a kind of abject slavery to the
Great Man. Indeed, in the parallel passage in Ephesians, in the verse
immediately before this exhortation to the ladies, the word occurs also in a
wider application, “submitting yourselves one to another”, Ephesians v. 21-2.
I think we shall not go far wrong if we give to the expression the connotation
of “mutual service”. Each is to serve the highest interest of the other; and the
women are reminded that, subject only to the overlordship of the Lord
Himself, this is their proper attitude—“as it is fit in the LORD”.
p. 98

Lange says:
As it should be in the Lord.—The imperfect denotes this presupposition: that what was exhorted, was not as yet attended to . . .
p. 74

Lenski says:
Christian subjection to the husband is the obligation of the wife. The very
brevity of the statement shows that we should not read an ulterior
application into Paul’s word as though in Colosse the wives were
emancipating themselves from proper submission.
p. 181
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Lenski says:
Keep to these obligations, Paul says. The wives measure up fully and
completely to their obligation as wives when they submit themselves
(probably a direct middle, R. 807) to their husbands “as it was (ever) fitting in
the Lord.”
p. 181

Lenski says:
What is fitting in our connection with him is the one thing we do “in his
name” (v. 17).
p. 182

Lightfoot says:
18-21. ‘Ye wives, be subject to your husbands, for so it becomes you in
Christ. Ye husbands, love and cherish your wives, and use no harshness
towards them. Ye children, be obedient to your parents in all things; for this
is commendable and lovely in Christ. Ye parents, vex not your children, lest
they lose heart and grow sullen.’
p. 226

Lovett says:
WIVES-HUSBANDS. Paul treats marriage differently here than he
did in Ephesians, where the husband’s dignity is noted by comparing him
with Christ and the wife to the church. Here he is dealing with problems.
The Greek indicates the wives may have been lax in their marital duties
(asserting their new freedom in Christ, perhaps) and the husbands impatient
with their weaknesses. Bitterness steals upon a man fast. And since the
male is stronger and has more fire, he is often tempted to abandon his
humility as “head of the wife,” (not head of the house), and deal too harshly,
particularly should she fail to gratify his wishes. Paul insists that not only
must the wife submit, but the husband must reign in love. Otherwise
bitterness will result, damaging the marriage.
pp. 191-92
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MacArthur says:
3:18 submit. See notes on Ephesians 5:22, 23. The Greek verb means
“to subject oneself,” which denotes willingly putting oneself under someone or
something (cf. Luke 2:51; 10:17, 20; Rom. 8:7; 13:1, 5; 1 Cor. 15:27, 28; Eph.
1:22).
pp. 1743-4

MacArthur says:
Be subject to is from hupotassō, and means “to subject oneself.” It has
the concept of putting oneself under (hupo), not by compulsion, but willingly.
The term is used in Luke 2:51 to refer to Jesus’ subjection to His parents, and
in Luke 10:17, 20 to describe demons being subject to the disciples. In
Romans 8:7, Paul employs the word to speak of being submissive to the
commands of God’s law. His use of it in Romans 13:1, 5 refers to the
necessary submission of every person to governing authority, which is
established by God. In both 1 Corinthians 15:27-28 and Ephesians 1:22, the
verb looks to the time when all things in the universe are made subject to
Christ and God in eternal glory.
Paul’s word to wives is to be submissive to your husbands. They do not
submit to some detached, impersonal authority. Rather, they submit to the
man with whom they have an intimate, personal, vital relationship.
Ephesians 5:22 adds the word “own” (“your own husband”) to demonstrate
the uniqueness of this exclusive submission.
p. 168

MacArthur says:
That wives submit to their husbands is fitting in the Lord. The Greek
form in this phrase expresses an obligation, a necessary duty. It is how He
designed and commands the family to operate.
p. 168
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McGee says:
This is for the purpose of order in the home. This is not for the purpose of
producing a browbeating husband. I do not believe that God intends for a
wife to submit to an unsaved husband who beats her or orders her to do
things contrary to her walk with the Lord.
A woman wrote to me and said that her husband was an unsaved man.
When he would get drunk, he would beat her. She felt as a Christians he
ought to stay with him. I advised her to leave him. I do not believe that God
ever asks any woman to stay with a drunken husband. She loses her own
personality; she loses her own dignity, and she will find herself being brought
down to his level if she submits to that. She is to submit “as it is fit in the
Lord.”
p. 360

Melick says:
Starting with the most basic of domestic relationships, Paul addressed the
wives’ behavior. The wives were to submit to their husbands. The command
occurs consistently in the New Testament guidelines so that there is a
uniform attitude on the matter. The term means “to subject or subordinate.”
The verb form occurs thirty-eight times in the New Testament, twenty-three
times in the Pauline literature, but only one time in Colossians.
p. 311

Melick says:
A second matter to note is that in each passage the wife’s submission is
different from the others. Children and slaves are told to obey; the wife is
not. Submission is voluntarily assuming a particular role because it is right.
Obedience is not directly commanded. Submission demands obedience as a
pattern, but there are times in which obedience to a husband may become
disobedience to God. By using the word “submit,” Paul separated the kind of
obedience expected by the wife from that expected of others. The wife has a
very different relationship to her husband than children to parents or slaves
to masters.
p. 312
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Melick says:
The motivation for voluntary submission is that it is a proper
Christian attitude. The phrase “as is fitting in the Lord” identifies these
concerns. The word “fitting” has the idea of proper as a duty. By employing
the statement, Paul made it clear that such submission is an outworking of
the lordship of Christ. It is part of the Christian order.
p. 312

Patzia says:
There are two striking features about the following exhortations: First,
according to the acceptable cultural patterns of that day, the first party
addressed (wives, children, slaves) is subordinate to the second (husbands,
parents, masters); second, in all cases, these are reciprocal admonitions—
mutual love and mutual submission are the key elements in these
relationships.
p. 88

Patzia says:
Wives are to submit themselves (Greek middle form) to their
husbands. Obedience, or submission (hypotassō), is enjoined on the basis
that it is the “Christian” thing to do, or as is fitting in the Lord. Either way,
it means that Christian wives are to acknowledge what is socially acceptable
or “proper” with respect to their husbands. Paul simply states this principle
and does not debate the rightness of it or seek to interpret its meaning.
There is nothing in this verse to suggest that subordination is based on
a hierarchical relationship, sometimes inferred from other Scriptures . . .
Hypotassō, from which the word taxis (“order,” as in taxonomy) is derived, is
a common word to designate a relationship of mutual submission. Nothing
harsh or demeaning is implied . . .
p. 88
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Pickell says:
The wife is to submit and adapt herself to her husband. She is to be
subject to him, not because she is intellectually or socially inferior—the exact
opposite may be the case—but because God has ordained that man should be
head of the family.
p. 62

Radmacher, Allen & House say:
3:18, 19 Based on the kind of Christian life to which believers are
called, Paul gives some practical guidance. General applications like “be
good” or “love everybody” are very difficult to follow, so Paul seeks to apply
moral truths to the daily lives of the Colossians (Eph. 5:21-6:9). The
Colossian home would usually consist of father, mother, children, and
servants. Paul gives instructions to each group.
pp. 1567-8

Radmacher, Allen & House say:
The first is for wives to submit. The word submit is a military term meaning
to “arrange oneself under another” and indicates a voluntary submission, not
an unthinking obedience. It is clear that submission does not denigrate the
one who submits.
p. 1568

Robertson says:
Paul does not say that the wife is the slave of the husband. The
subjection of the wife to the husband is not that of heedless, unthinking,
whimsical obedience but co-operation for the good of the family. The
obligations and duties of husband and wife are reciprocal and meet their
highest plane only where love reigns and each strives to be worthy of the
other and faithful to the other.
p. 117
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Robertson says:

As is fitting in the Lord . . . This is an idiomatic use of the imperfect
indicative with verbs of propriety in present time (Robertson, Grammar, p.
919). Wives have rights and privileges, but recognition of the husband’s
leadership is essential to a well-ordered home, only the assumption is that
the husband has a head and a wise one.
p. 506

Simpson & Bruce say:
The wife is to take a place of subordination to her husband, for that is fitting
not only (as others taught) in the natural order, but also within the new
fellowship of those who own Christ as Lord. Paul does not suggest here or
anywhere else that the woman is naturally or spiritually inferior to the man,
or the wife to the husband. But he does hold that there is a divinely
instituted hierarchy in the order of creation, and in this order the place of the
wife comes next after that of her husband. The Christian wife should
therefore recognize and accept her subordinate place in this hierarchy, “as is
fitting.”
p. 289

Sturz says:
Knowing that some even in his day would object, Paul added, as is
proper in the Lord. God had made them “one” and there should be no
question as to “which one.” Just like a two-headed person, a two-headed
family cannot exist long. The stresses and strains are too many, divorce too
easy. The phrase “in the Lord” is not a limitation of their obedience to the
things of God. Instead, their submission is to be worthy of the Lord and
glorify Him (v. 17).
p. 108
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Wuest says:
In verse 18, the expression, “as is fit in the Lord,” needs some
exposition. “Fit” is anēkō. The word is used of actions that are due someone.
Lightfoot says: “The idea of propriety is the link which connects the primary
meaning of such words as anēkein, prosēkein, kathēkein, ‘aiming at or
pertaining to,’ with their ultimate meaning of moral obligation.” The verb is
in the imperfect tense which speaks of an action going on in past time.
Vincent says: “The imperfect tense, was fitting, or became fitting, points to
the time of their entrance upon the Christian life.
p. 228
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(Found: God’s Will: Find the Direction and Purpose God Wants for Your Life
by John MacArthur) Colorado Springs, CO: David C. Cook. Copyright–
John MacArthur, 1977.
Picture a young man who is very earnestly wanting to know God’s will
for his life’s work. He’s so dedicated to God that he’s even willing to be a
missionary, which seems to be the ultimate sacrifice in the eyes of some
people.
But our young friend, despite his dedication, has some problems. He is
a little headstrong. He seems to have trouble getting along with those in
authority over him. His reasons for rebellion are very good, of course, at least
in his eyes.
Finally, our young seeker-after-God’s will takes his problem to a wise
old pastor. “I believe God wants me to be a missionary,” he says, “but I’m not
sure whether He wants me to be a home missionary or a foreign missionary.”
The pastor looks him straight in the eye. “Young man,” he says, “what
you need to be first of all is a ‘sub-missionary.’ You need to learn what
submission means.”
Hard words? Perhaps. But true. The Apostle Peter wrote, “Submit
yourselves to every ordinance of man for the Lord’s sake: whether it be to the
king as supreme, or unto governors, as unto them that are sent by him for the
punishment of evildoers, and for the praise of them that do well. For so is the
will of God” (1 Peter 2:3-15).
What is it God wills that you do? Submit. What kind of submission is
He talking about? Scripture outlines several kinds, including to parents and
other believers. But here Peter calls specifically for the kind of submission
that makes you the best possible citizen in the society in which you live.
Who is it that we are trying to reach? The world. If we are not the
epitome of what a citizen should be in the world, we will certainly harm our
testimonies. God not only commands our submission to those in authority,
but He clearly tells us the reason. “For so is the will of God, that with well
doing ye may put to silence the ignorance of foolish men” (1 Peter 2:15).
pp. 37-38
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(Exploring the Mind & Heart of the Prince of Preachers: Five-thousand
illustrations under one-thousand topical headings from the works of
C. H. Spurgeon by C. H. Spurgeon) Oswego, IL: Fox River Press.
Copyright– Fox River Press, 2005.
-WISDOM OF 22
Our Creator is infinitely good, and his will is love: to submit to one who is
“to wise to err, too good to be unkind,” should not be hard. 1276.61
p. 200

(Sacred Marriage: What if God Designed Marriage to Make Us Holy More
than to Make Us Happy? by Gary Thomas) Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan. Copyright –Gary L. Thomas, 2000.
Without degenerating into becoming a masochist, the mature
Christian recognizes and appreciates the sweet side of suffering. Teresa of
Avila wrote, “Lord, how you afflict your lovers! But everything is small in
comparison to what you give them afterward.” This is the same reality
experienced by John Climacus, who centuries before Teresa wrote, “If
individuals resolutely submit to the carrying of the cross, if they decidedly
want to find and endure trial in all things for God, they will discover in all of
them great relief and sweetness.”
This teaching simply mirrors Paul’s words in 2 Corinthians 4:17: “For
our light and momentary troubles are achieving for us an eternal glory that
far outweighs them all.”
Because we have hope for eternity, we do not become nearsighted,
demanding short-term ease that would short-circuit long-term gain. Our
demands for comfort and ease show us what we truly value.
p. 132
Around which world is your life centered? Your marriage will
ultimately reveal the answer to that question. If we have an eternal outlook,
preparing for eternity by sticking with a difficult marriage make much more
sense than destroying a family to gain quick and easy relief. Most divorces
are marked by the actions of someone running from, at most, a few difficult
decades––and for this relief, people are throwing away glory and honor that
last for eternity. It’s a horrible trade!
p. 110
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(Exploring the Mind & Heart of the Prince of Preachers: Five-thousand
illustrations under one-thousand topical headings from the works of
C. H. Spurgeon by C. H. Spurgeon) Oswego, IL: Fox River Press.
Copyright– Fox River Press, 2005.

She is a wicked wife who drives her husband away by her long tongue. PT94

God save us all from wives who are angels in the streets, saints in the church,
and devils at home. PT95
p. 94
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(Daily Study Bible for Men: New Living Translation with daily studies by
Stuart Briscoe) Wheaton, IL: Tyndale House. Copyright – Stuart
Briscoe (daily study notes), 1999.
God Loves Faithfulness
Marriages, we are told, are made in heaven, but the reality is that
many are lived in hell. Starry-eyed lovers, who on their wedding day make
sweet promises in the church, too often turn into bitter antagonists in court.
It is no wonder that God, who invented marriage, hates what he sees
([Malachi] 2:16).
God is a faithful God who chose to deal with humanity on the basis of
promise and covenant. So he sets a high premium on faithfulness, both his
own and that of his children. He takes the initiative, makes promises, and
keeps them. We respond to his goodness, make promises to him and to each
other, and are expected to keep them. When we make and then break a
promise, we break more than the promise. We break God’s heart.
Faithfulness is not limited to keeping the marriage vow, of course. But
marriage is very often the testing ground of faithfulness; and God uses
faithfulness in marriage to illustrate his own faithfulness. God illustrated
his faithful commitment to Israel by the marriage analogy. He demonstrated
the intimacy of the relationship between Christ and his church with the
marriage example. And when he needed to speak to Israel about their
unfaithfulness, he compared them to wayward husbands and unfaithful
wives. So when unfaithfulness rears its ugly head and a marriage founders,
the model of God’s faithfulness is obscured and God’s heart is grieved.
God intends for man and wife to be one with each other. He joins them
together in marriage in order that they might feel wholeness and fulfillment
that would not be available to them otherwise. But even though God makes
two people one in marriage, a lot of work is required for them to function as
one. All too often the work is abandoned before the task is even partially
completed. And God grieves.
And then there is the matter of the children. The coming together of
man and wife creates the possibility for children and the opportunity for
them to be reared in a loving, nurturing environment. But when
unfaithfulness wrecks a marriage, the children suffer irretrievable loss.
Although the children often blame themselves, it is through no fault of their
own that they are robbed of what is legitimately theirs. This God hates.
There are no easy answers to marital problems. But there is a simple
safeguard against divorce: faithfulness. God models it, loves it, expects it,
and applauds it. So we need to do it!
p. 1027
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(Life is Like Licking Honey Off a Thorn: Reflections on Living Wisely in this
World of Pain and Joy by Susan Lenzkes) Grand Rapids, MI:
Discovery House. Copyright– Susan L. Lenzkes, 2002.
Because God Gave Me Herb
MANY A MAN CLAIMS TO HAVE UNFAILING LOVE, BUT A FAITHFUL MAN WHO CAN FIND?
PROVERBS 20:6
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

My heart found a home outside its own skin.
I know that faithfulness is a man, not just a word.
I had a dearly loved friend by my side for thirty-two years.
I am the mother of three incredibly unique and precious children.
I know how it feels to share laughter, tears, unspoken thoughts,
intimacy, change, struggles, and inside jokes that go way back.
I’ve experienced the luxury of being cherished and nourished.
I know that greeting cards are recyclable, and brown paper bags a
superior gift wrap.
I’ve learned to respect, and even delight in the differences.
I have learned that, given enough time and love, tact can be acquired.
I learned that salsa is breakfast food.
I discovered that “engineer” is not a profession, but a personality type.
I know how many miles a full bladder can still go.
I’ve come to understand that flowers aren’t as important as faithfulness.
I’ve learned that God loves a woman very well through a godly man.
I’ve shared the challenge to grow and become.
I am a better, stronger person, even separated from him, than I ever
would have been without him.
I am rich with shared memories.
I will be eternally grateful.
Because God gave me Herb, and then took him home before me, part of
my heart is already in heaven.

“The LORD gave and the LORD has taken away, may the name of the LORD
be praised.”
Job 1:21
Precious in the sight of the LORD is the death of the saints.

Psalms 116:15

Tribute I shared at Herb’s Memorial Service on March 3, 1995.
pp. 149-50
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v.19 Husbands, be loving your wives, and do not have the habit of being
bitter against them.

The NET Bible then translates verse 19:
Husbands, love your wives and do not be embittered against them.

Peterson paraphrases verse 19:
Husbands, go all out in love for your wives. Don’t take advantage
of them.

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
3:19. Husbands are responsible to love their wives (as Christ loved the
church; Eph. 5:28-29). So they are to exercise loving leadership, not
dictatorial dominion. Perhaps husbands need this reminder to be tender and
loving as much or more than wives need the reminder not to usurp authority
over their husbands. Assuming absolute authority will only embitter one’s
wife, not endear her. The words be harsh translate pikrainesthe, which is
more literally, “make bitter.” . . . Wives, like tender and sensitive flowers . . .
may wilt under authoritarian dominance but blossom with tender loving care.
So in a maturing marriage the husband exercises compassionate care and his
wife responds in willing submission to this loving leadership.
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The Apostle Paul, lest he be misunderstood at this point, would go
immediately into the responsibility of the husband. This is the second group.
Remember, wives find it easy to be submissive when the husbands are loving
their wives by ministering to their:
SECURITY,
SELF-IMAGE, and
BEING GOOD SERVANTS for Jesus’ sake.
The husband’s place is not to rule in a cold dictatorship, but to be “LOVING
[HIS] WIFE.”
It is LOVING LEADERSHIP.
Ephesians 5:23, 25 (TLB)
For a husband is in charge of his wife in the same way Christ is in
charge of his body the church. (He gave his very life to take care of it
and be its Savior!)
And you husbands, show the same kind of love to your wives as Christ
showed to the church when he died for her,
There is a POSITIVE and NEGATIVE statement in this verse:
POSITIVE admonition—“BE LOVING YOUR WIVES” and
NEGATIVE admonition—“DO NOT HAVE THE HABIT OF BEING
BITTER AGAINST THEM.”
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PETER, in speaking about the husband’s responsibility in the marriage
relationship, says:
HUSBAND’S ARE TO LIVE WITH THEIR WIVES ACCORDING TO
KNOWLEDGE.
When I am doing this, I am recognizing the need for LOVE and SECURITY
on the part of my wife. Therefore, I give it freely.
If I am loving my wife, I am living by the FOUR C’S:
1.

CARE,

2.

COMMUNICATION,

3.

CONCERN, and

4.

CONSIDERATION.

Genesis 29:20 (KJV)
And Jacob served seven years for Rachel; and they seemed unto him
but a few days, for the love he had to her
My responsibility to my wife is to keep on courting her and making love to
her just like at the first and more so as the years go by.
I have a little statue on our computer table at home that says:
“I’M TOGETHER WHEN WE ARE TOGETHER.”
Genesis 24:67 (KJV)
And Isaac brought her into his mother Sarah’s tent, and took Rebekah,
and she became his wife; and he loved her: and Isaac was comforted
after his mother’s death.
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The NEGATIVE ADMONITION in this verse to the husbands in their
relationship to their wives is:
“DO NOT HAVE THE HABIT OF BEING BITTER AGAINST THEM.”
BITTERNESS develops through:
RESENTMENTS that are not talked out,
JEALOUSY,
UNFORGIVING SPIRIT, and
FAILURE TO YIELD UP ONE’S RIGHTS IN THE RELATIONSHIP.
SELFISHNESS leads to demands over and above the call of duty.
If I am “LOVING [MY] WIFE” and this love is a growing thing it will move:
from SELFISHNESS to SACRIFICE,
from GETTING to GIVING.
When this begins to take place in a deepening, maturing love, bitterness will
not be allowed to happen in that kind of a relationship.
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The husband has a very serious STEWARDSHIP from the hand of God. He
must:
1.

accept the responsibility of LEADERSHIP by directing the
submission of his wife, and

2.

“BE LOVING” her in the same way that Christ loves the
Church.

And his STEWARDSHIP is for his:
WIFE,
CHILDREN,
MONEY, and
TIME.

Abbott says:
“Become not embittered,” or rather, as this would seem to imply a lasting
temper, “show no bitterness.”
p. 293

Anders says:
3:19. The husband, though given a role of authority, is not to treat his
wife as a “subject.” The husband’s call is to sacrificial love. Love is meeting
the needs of others regardless of the cost to self. Again, the model for this is
Christ himself. The parallel passage in Ephesians 5:22-33 makes this clear.
The husband is to love his wife “just as Christ loved the Church and gave
himself up for her” (Eph. 5:25). When husbands lead with love, the
submission of the wife will more naturally follow. In contrast to the love to
which he calls husbands, Paul commands that the Christian husband not be
harsh with his wife. He is not to use his authority to be overbearing, critical,
or bitter.
p. 333
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Barker & Kohlenberger say:
The ancient world was a man’s world, and even among the Jews the wife was
often little more than chattel. Paul’s counsel in the present passage is in
striking contrast to this. Husbands in that day often wielded an authority
that others were bound to obey. While not openly challenging this
assumption, Paul transforms it by the Christian principle of mutual love and
deference.
p. 838

Barker & Kohlenberger say:
Paul speaks of two responsibilities of the husband—one positive and
the other negative. Positively, he urges husbands to “love [GK 26] your
wives.” This, of course, is their supreme duty. “Love” does not only denote
affection or romantic attachment; it especially denotes caring love, a
deliberate attitude of mind that concerns itself with the well-being of the one
loved. Self-devotion, not self-satisfaction, is its dominant trait. Negatively,
Paul urges husbands not to be “harsh” with their wives, using a word that
suggests a surly, irritable attitude.
p. 838

Barton, Fackler, Taylor & Veerman say:
It may also have been true that Christian men, used to the Roman custom of
giving unlimited power to the head of the family, were not used to treating
their wives with respect and love. Real spiritual leadership involves service.
Just as Christ served the disciples, even to the point of washing their feet, so
the husband is to serve his wife. This means putting aside his own interests
in order to care for his wife. A wise and Christ-honoring husband will not
abuse his leadership role. At the same time, a wise and Christ-honoring wife
will not try to undermine her husband’s leadership. Either approach causes
disunity and friction in marriage.
pp. 221-2
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Bruce says:
The wife’s subordination to her husband has as its counterpart the husband’s
obligation to love his wife. This is not simply a matter of affectionate feeling
or sexual attraction; it involves his active and unceasing care for her wellbeing. The accompanying clause, “and do not treat them harshly,” indicates
the meaning of the positive injunction more precisely by prohibiting the
opposite attitude and treatment.
p. 164

Bruce says:
But such a situation should not arise in a Christian household: the
forbearance and forgiveness which are enjoined in the preceding section of
the letter, together with compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness, and
patience, forbid a Christian man to be harsh in his treatment of anyone,
especially of his own wife.
p. 165

Calvin says:
He requires love on the part of husbands, and that they be not bitter, because
there is a danger lest they should abuse their authority in the way of
tyranny.
p. 219

Eadie says:
The implication is, that the submission of the wife is gained by the love of the
husband. Though the husband is to govern, he must govern in kindness.
This duty is so plain that it needs no enforcement. The apostle then specifies
one form in which the want of this love must have often shown itself—“and
be not bitter against them.” The tropical use of the verb is as obvious as is
that of the noun in Ephes. iv. 31.
p. 258
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Eadie says:
In Ephesians, the apostle proposes as the example Christ’s love to the
church in its fervor, self-sacrifice, and holy purpose, and also enjoins the
husband to love his wife as himself, as being in truth a portion of himself . . .
p. 259

Eadie says:
What a union of two believers, with one hope, one discipline, one service, one
spirit, and one flesh! Together they pray, together they prostrate themselves,
and together keep their fasts, teaching and exhorting one another, and
sustaining one another. They are together at the church and at the Lord’s
supper; they are together in straits, in persecutions, and refreshments.
Neither conceals anything from the other; neither avoids the other; neither is
a burden to the other; freely the sick are visited, and the needy relieved; alms
without torture; sacrifices without scruple; daily diligence without hindrance;
no using of the sign by stealth; no hurried salutation; no silent benediction;
psalms and hymns resound between the two, and they vie with each other
which shall sing best to their God. Christ rejoices on hearing and beholding
such things; to such persons He sends His peace. Where the two are, he is
Himself; and where He is, there the Evil One is not.”
pp. 259-60

Fergusson says:
He exhorteth husbands to love their wives, as the sum and fountain of
all other duties which they owe unto them, and forbiddeth bitterness towards
them.
p. 366
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Garland says:
Husbands are presented with a much more demanding task. (1) They
are told to love their wives. This command reveals that Paul is not writing to
prop up the authority and rights of husbands, which everyone took for
granted. Instead, he reminds husbands of their obligations “in the Lord.”
Most in the ancient world did not expect a marriage to be grounded in love.
p. 244

Garland says:
In a Christian marriage, the husband knows himself to be dearly loved
by God (3:12) and is commanded to love his wife in the same way. He is not
to exercise his rights over his wife but his love, which means he never thinks
in terms of rights and is always willing to forego them. Caird states it well:
“If a wife is asked to submit, it is to the husband’s love, not to his tyranny.”
Love in the New Testament context means more than having affection or
romantic feelings for a wife . . .
p. 245

Garland says:
Paul’s advice is quite different. Any defiance or insolence on the wife’s part
does not cancel the husband’s absolute obligation to love her. Sulking,
fuming, grumbling, or worse, lashing out in verbal or physical violence,
regardless of the provocation, real or imagined, is strictly forbidden. Paul
recognizes that if bitterness is allowed to taint the relationship between
husband and wife, the whole household will suffer.
p. 245
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Gromacki says:
Two commands are issued to husbands.

1. Love
The directive (agapate) calls for continuous love, at all times and in all
situations. The husband should love his wife “even as Christ also loved the
church, and gave himself for it” (Eph. 5:25). Christ’s love is a sacrificial love,
a giving love, an altruistic love, a holy and redemptive love. It is a
nourishing and cherished love, a love which makes its object feel valuable
and wanted (Eph. 5:26-27). Such love forgives, sanctifies, and cleanses.

2. Be not bitter
When love weakens, bitterness sets in. The negative command, “be not
bitter against them,” warns against this threat to a strong biblical,
sociological marriage. Bitterness is the opposite of sweetness (Rev. 8:11;
10:9). The imperative (pikrainesthe) stresses the constant prevention of this
sour attitude. A bitter husband will become a harsh, unscrupulous dictator.
He looks on his wife simply as a servant, an object to satisfy his petty whims.
Elsewhere, Peter advised: “Likewise, ye husbands, dwell with them
according to knowledge, giving honour unto the wife, as unto the weaker
vessel, and as being heirs together of the grace of life, that your prayers be
not hindered” (I Peter 3:7). A loving husband understands his wife. He seeks
to meet her needs (I Cor. 7:3). He also appreciates her; he treats her with
respect. On the other hand, discord severs personal communication and
produces an ineffective prayer life.
pp. 148-9

C. Henry says:
This is balanced by the call to husbands to love their wives and to refrain
from acts of bitterness towards them.
p. 329
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Henry says:

Husbands must love their wives, and not be bitter against them, v. 19. They

must love them with tender and faithful affection, as Christ loved the church.
And they must not be bitter against them, but be kind and obliging to them
in all things.
p. 1874

Hughes says:
Husbands were commanded to love their wives! What a novel thought! The
command was to erotic love (as some would expect) or to friendship love, but
to agape love, which involves unceasing care and loving service for the wife’s
entire well-being. The Christian ethic for a husband’s love for his wife was
light-years beyond the formal domestic ethics of the day.
p. 117

Hughes says:
We have seen two radical calls. One call is to wives: submission. The
other is to husbands: to love as Christ loves. These cannot be read in
isolation; they go together. It is unthinkably absurd for a Christian husband
to demand submission of his wife if he is not radically loving her; likewise, it
is errant logic for a wife who is not submissive to demand such love.
These brief words give us the pattern for fullness in Christian
marriage—full love, full commitment, full exchange, full blessing. Whether
we are beginning or far along, let us have no other goal than having the best
marriages possible!
p. 120
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Ironside says:
In the 19th verse we read, “Husbands, love your wives, and be not bitter
against them.” And, right here, how many husbands fail! Imperiously
demanding submission from the wife, how little do they show the love of Christ
in their dealings with those thus dependent upon them! The Christian
husband is to accept his place of headship as a sacred responsibility put upon
him by God Himself, and is to exercise his authority for the blessing of his
home in the love of Christ. And just as some wives may be united to tyrannical
and unreasonable men, so there are husbands who, after marriage, find that
one who in days of courtship seemed so docile and affectionate is a veritable
termagant, and as unreasonable as it is possible to be.
p. 158

Ironside says:
. . . “Be not bitter against them.” In the power of the new life one may
manifest patience and grace under the most trying circumstances.
p. 159

Jamieson, Fausset & Brown say:
be not bitter—ill-tempered and provoking. Many who are polite abroad, are
rude and bitter at home because they are not afraid to be so there.
p. 1326

King says:

Husbands, too, are given a guiding word, “love”, which is also, of course, to be

mutual. Perhaps, in the heathen atmosphere of Colossæ, in which these
church members were bred, and were only lately emerged, men all too often
regarded their wives as little more than chattels, and that is why Paul felt it
necessary to emphasize, even to Christians, that love was to be the rule of the
relationship, not harshness—accommodating, not demanding. Is anything
more delightful than the obvious, mutual love of a married couple . . .
p. 98
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Lange says:
This special warning concerns a foul blot in married life, when the husband,
as head of the house, not as head of the wife, not in love to her, but ruled by
the old man, either shows bitterness in word or deed, or in tone, to the wife,
should she be wanting in humility and submission, or have violated or
disregarded the household right of the husband; or treats her with
indifference, neglect or harshness, without any fault of hers, from the cares
and weariness of business, or the changing moods of the flesh, or mere habit.
p. 75

Lange says:
STARKE:—That there are so few wedlocks which are properly regulated
and rightly enjoyed on both sides, arises usually from the fact of the wife’s
avoiding submission, or of the husband’s not knowing how to govern
properly.—The male sex has usually more fire than the female, so that it can
easily happen that a man in his power goes too far and deals too harshly with
his wife.
p. 75

Laurin says:
A God-given headship is never the credential or occasion for an
authoritarian attitude. It must never be the excuse for discourteous
inattention or unchristian thoughtlessness. It must be maintained by the
highest ideals of love, kindness, behavior and manliness. It is “in the Lord.”
It is “even as Christ” therefore it must be as He would be.
p. 159

Lenski says:
“Be not bitter toward them” is added because the wives are to be
subject to their husbands. One easily becomes bitter toward an inferior.
A husband is not to treat his wife as a subject, as an inferior person in the
home.
p. 182
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Lightfoot says:
. . . ‘show no bitterness, behave not harshly’ . . .
p. 227

MacArthur says:
This is a call for the highest form of love which is rendered selflessly (cf. Gen.
24:67; Eph. 5:22-28; 1 Pet. 3:7). be bitter. The form of this Greek verb is
better translated “stop being bitter,” or “do not have the habit of being bitter.”
Husbands must not be harsh or angrily resentful toward their wives.
p. 1744

MacArthur says:
The present tense of the imperative agapate (love) indicates continuous
action. The verb itself seems best understood in the New Testament to
express a willing love, not the love of passion or emotion, but the love of
choice—a covenant kind of love. It could be translated, “keep on loving.” The
love that existed from the start of the marriage is to continue throughout the
marriage; it must not give way to bitterness. The willing, covenant love in
view here is the activity of self-sacrifice. It is a deep affection that views the
wife as a sister in the Lord and the object of a promise to be kept. The love
that Paul commands sees the wife as a weaker vessel to be cared for while at
the same time a fellow-heir to grace (cf. 1 Pet. 3:7), a best friend, and lifepartner. Such love was expressed by Isaac for Rebekah. “Then Isaac brought
her into his mother Sarah’s tent, and he took Rebekah, and she became his
wife; and he loved her” (Gen. 24:67).
pp. 168-9

McGee says:
The husband who loves his wife is the one to whom the wife is to submit. She
is not to be the one to take the lead in the family, but she is to urge him to
take the lead. I think we have had this thing all wrong for a long time. In
my entire ministry I have removed the word obey from the marriage
ceremony. I don’t think it belongs in there at all.
pp. 360-61
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Melick says:
The counterpart of the wife’s responsibility is that of the husband’s. In
direct, simple, and clear terms, Paul expressed the duties of a Christian
husband. The discussion is briefer than that of Eph 5:22ff., where the major
portion of the instructions for marriage are directed to the husband’s care for
his wife. There the command to love was developed more fully. Here Paul
simply stated it. He did add to the words found there, however, when he said
that husbands were not to be bitter toward their wives. This verse naturally
falls into two divisions: Husbands, love your wives; and do not be bitter
toward them.
p. 313

Melick says:
The simple, positive command is to love. The term agapē, used here, never
occurred in secular household tables. The command, therefore, appears to be
a distinctively Christian element of the marriage relationship. It was
common, of course, for husbands to love their wives sexually, but Paul
advocated much more than that. In his description of the husband’s love in
Eph 5:22ff., he clearly stated that the husband was to love his wife
sacrificially. Her inner beauty and self-fulfillment were to be his delight, and
he would do whatever he could to promote her personal well-being and
satisfaction. The model is Christ’s love for the church.
p. 313

Moule says:
Husbands, love your . . . wives, with that pure, faithful, reverent love in
which you forget yourselves in devotion to them, and do not be bitter towards
them. Never for a moment let your leadership be mistaken for a right to
irritability of temper and to the miserable spirit of domestic autocracy.
p. 235
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O’Brien says:
The wife’s subordination to her husband has its counterpart in the husband’s
duty to love his wife. This is not simply a matter of affectionate feeling (the
more characteristic verb for this was . . . to “feel or show affection”) or sexual
attraction (for which one would have expected . . . to “love with sexual
desire”); rather, it involves his unceasing care and loving service for her
entire well-being.
p. 223

Patrick & Lowth say:
. . . love your wives.] Delighting in their conversation (Prov. v. 18, 19),
desiring to promote their welfare both temporal and eternal; for this is surely
comprehended in loving her as we do ourselves (Eph. v. 33), providing for her
all things necessary to the happiness and comfort of her life; for this is loving
her as Christ did love his church (v. 25).
p. 793

Patzia says:
Husbands are to love their wives and not be harsh with them. Love (agapē)
and harshness stand in stark contrast to each other. Lest husbands interpret
“obedience” incorrectly, Paul reminds them that theirs is a relationship to be
governed by the highest of all loves—a love that avoids any bitterness,
resentment, or tyranny, because its supreme aim is the well-being of the
other person.
p. 88

Patzia says:
L. J. Baggott states it well when he writes that “the rule of love is always
better than the love of rule” . . .
p. 89
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Phillips says:
The instructions for the wife are addressed to her will; the instructions
to the husband are addressed to his heart. He is to love his wife. In the
parallel passage in Ephesians, the Holy Spirit adds, “As Christ also loved the
church, and gave himself for it” (5:25). The word used for “love” is agapē, the
highest form of love, the very love of God and of the Lord Jesus, Calvary love.
p. 192

Phillips says:
Husbands are not to become “bitter” toward their wives. The word
used means to exasperate, to irritate, or to make bitter. It is used elsewhere
in the New Testament only in the Apocalypse, where it is used to describe the
effects that Satan will have on human life and society when he is finally cast
down from the heavenlies. The imagery used to describe this coming fall is
that of a falling star, “And the name of the star is called Wormwood: and the
third part of the waters became wormwood; and many men died of the
waters, because they were made bitter,” John says (Rev. 8:11). The word is
also used to describe the effect that a certain “little book” had on John when
he obeyed the angel’s command to eat it. “It was in my mouth sweet as
honey: and as soon as I had eaten it, my belly was bitter” (Rev. 10:9-10).
We must avoid allowing that kind of bitterness to sour our marriage.
p. 192

Pickell says:
Husbands are to love their wives and not be bitter (harsh or demanding)
toward them. In Ephesians 5:25 Paul indicates that a husband’s love should
be like that of Christ, self-sacrificing and self-denying. Such love will remove
all that might be galling and distasteful in wifely submission. Often
breakdowns in the marriage relationship may be traced to this—that, while
two become legally one, neither learns to “submit” or to “love” as they ought.
Instead they go on living in a self-centered way and become increasingly
thoughtless of and irritating to each other.
p. 63
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Radmacher, Allen & House say:
The husband is commanded to love his wife (Eph. 5:25 says as Christ loved
the church). In his headship, he is to seek her highest good, not his own
welfare. He is to honor her and be considerate of her, and not to be bitter or
harsh.
p. 1568

Robertson says:
“You husbands, keep on loving your wives, and stop being bitter
toward them.” In Greek the same word means either man (as opposed to
woman) or husband, as likewise the same word in Greek means either
woman or wife. These two commands to husbands explain a great deal of
marital unhappiness. When courting his sweetheart before marriage to win
her, the man may be profuse in his love-making, but after marriage the
manifestations often cease. The love-making stops because the love ceases.
Coldness takes the place of warm affection. Bitterness drives out sweetness,
or there is the bittersweet that breaks many a wife’s heart.
p. 117

Robertson says:
19. Love your wives . . . Present active imperative, “keep on loving.”
That is precisely the point. Be not bitter . . . Present middle imperative in
prohibition: “Stop being bitter” or “do not have the habit of being bitter.” This
is the sin of husbands. Pikrainō is an old verb from pikros (bitter). In N.T.
only here and Rev. 8:11; 10:9f. The bitter word rankles in the soul.
p. 506
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Simpson & Bruce say:
The wife’s subordination to her husband has as its counterpart the husband’s
duty of love to his wife. This is not only a matter of affectionate feeling or
sexual attraction; it involves his active and unceasing care for her well-being.
The addition “and be not bitter against them”—don’t treat them harshly—
indicates the meaning of the positive injunction more precisely by prohibiting
the opposite attitude and behaviour.
p. 290

Sturz says:
The word used for love is the same used for divine love and indicates an
overpowering affection for the other. Too many enter into marriage with
excited passions and the desire to get what they can out of it. Christ loved us
so much He gave His life for His Bride. So the husband is to love his wife as
himself (Eph. 5:28, 29), and even more than himself.
He who loves his wife in that manner is not going to be harsh or bitter
toward her. All such would be inconsistent with love. In other words, the
husband is not to use verse 18 as a club to hammer his wife into submission.
p. 109

Wuest says:
The husbands are exhorted to love their wives. The word here is not
phileō, a non-ethical fondness or affection. They all did that. That was the
type of love which was exercised when they fell in love with them. It is
agapē, the love that was shown at Calvary, the love produced in the heart of
the yielded saint by the Holy spirit, the love that will cause the husband to
sacrifice himself and his own wishes in the interest of the well-being of the
wife.
p. 229
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(Exploring the Mind & Heart of the Prince of Preachers: Five-thousand
illustrations under one-thousand topical headings from the works of
C. H. Spurgeon by C. H. Spurgeon) Oswego, IL: Fox River Press.
Copyright– Fox River Press, 2005.
In proportion as a ministry is truthful, other things being equal, God can
bless it. Would you have the Holy Ghost set His seal to a lie? AM342
p. M-553

(The Best of A. W. Tozer: Book 2 compiled by Warren W. Wiersbe) Camp
Hill, PA: Wing Spread Publishers. Copyright– Zur Ltd., 1980, 2000.
If the husband would get himself straightened out in his own mind and
spirit and live with his wife according to knowledge and treat her with the
chivalry that belongs to her as the weaker vessel, remembering that she is
actually his sister in Christ, his prayers would be answered in spite of the
devil and all of the other reasons that he gives.
A husband’s spiritual problems do not lie in the Kremlin nor in the
Vatican but in the heart of man himself––in his attitude and inability to
resist the temptation to grumble and growl and dominate!
p. 211

(American Soldier by General Tommy Franks with Malcolm McConnell) New
York, NY: Regan Books. Copyright – Tommy Franks, 2004.
The copilot dipped the right wing to turn. Through the wind-screen
I saw the island’s mountains rising brown and massive ahead. Cathy came
up to the flight deck and rested her hand on my shoulder. I pointed down
between the jutting engines at the blue Aegean.
“Your basic wine dark sea,” I said, thinking of the Odyssey.
“You’re a beer man, Tom,” she deadpanned.
I grinned and squeezed her hand. My new position had so far proven
to be a parade of long days, and short nights, but one benefit was being able
to bring Cathy on these official trips. It was important that my counterparts
see her as a poised, educated American woman, my partner, and a model to
others in a region where women were slowly emerging into public life. And it
was important to me to have her at my side.
p. 202
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(Life on the Highest Plane: A Study of the Spiritual Nature and Needs of
Man by Ruth Paxson) Chicago, IL: Moody Press. Copyright––The
Moody Bible Institute of Chicago, 1928.
When once we truly love Him more than we love ourselves, more than we love
any other person, or thing, then God’s commands are not grievous but
gracious to us; they cease to be a duty and become a delight.
p. 370

(Love Beyond Reason by John Ortberg) Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan.
Copyright – John Ortberg, 1998.
Love is in the details. Deborah Tannen writes a wonderful story about a rag
doll:
My great-aunt, for many years a widow, had a love affair when she was in
her seventies. Obese, balding, her hands and legs misshapen by arthritis,
she did not fit the stereotype of a woman romantically loved. But she
was—by a man, also in his seventies, who lived in a nursing home but
occasionally spent weekends with her in her apartment. In trying to tell
me what this relationship meant to her, my great-aunt told of a
conversation. One evening she had had dinner out, with friends. When
she returned home, her male friend called and she told him about the
dinner. He listened with interest and asked her, “What did you wear?”
when she told me this, she began to cry: “Do you know how many years
it’s been since anyone asked me what I wore?”
When my great-aunt said this, she was saying that it had been years
since anyone cared deeply—intimately—about her.
p. 44
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(The Five Love Languages: How to Express Heartfelt Commitment to Your
Mate by Gary Chapman) Chicago, IL: Northfield. Copyright – Gary D.
Chapman, 1992, 1995.
Perhaps you need a miracle in your own marriage. Why not try Ann’s
experiment? Tell your spouse that you have been thinking about your
marriage and have decided that you would like to do a better job of meeting
his/her needs. Ask for suggestions on how you could improve. His
suggestions will be a clue to his primary love language. If he makes no
suggestions, guess his love language based on the things he has complained
about over the years. Then, for six months, focus your attention on that love
language. At the end of each month, ask your spouse for feedback on how you
are doing and for further suggestions.
Whenever your spouse indicates that he is seeing improvement, wait
one week and then make a specific request. The request should be something
you really want him to do for you. If he chooses to do it, you will know that
he is responding to your needs. If he does not honor your request, continue to
love him. Maybe next month he will respond positively. If your spouse starts
speaking your love language by responding to your requests, your positive
emotions toward him will return, and in time your marriage will be reborn.
I cannot guarantee the results. But scores of people whom I have counseled
have experienced the miracle of love.
p. 159
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v.20 Children, be obeying your parents in all things, for this is well pleasing
in the Lord.

The NET Bible then translates verse 20:
Children, obey your parents in everything, for this is pleasing in the
Lord.

Peterson paraphrases verse 20:
Children, do what your parents tell you. This delights the Master no
end.

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
3:20. Children are to obey their parents in everything. Disobedience
to parents is designated in the Old Testament as rebellion against God and
was severely punished . . . Jesus set an example for children by obeying
Joseph and His mother Mary . . . Obedience to parents pleases the Lord. This
does not suggest that obeying one’s parents merits salvation for a child.
Rather, obedience reflects God’s design for order in the home. As Paul wrote
elsewhere, “It is right” (. . . “just” or “proper”) for children to obey their
parents (Eph. 6:1).
Now that the Apostle Paul has had an opportunity to speak to the “Wives”
and to the “Husbands,” he would like to speak to the “CHILDREN.” This is
the THIRD GROUP.
The responsibility of the:
WIFE is SUBMISSION,
HUSBAND is LOVE, and
CHILD is OBEDIENCE.
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“CHILDREN, BE OBEYING YOUR PARENTS IN ALL THINGS.”
Please notice here the mention of “ALL THINGS.” It is not just the things we
think are OK, but “IN ALL THINGS.”
There is NO PICKING AND CHOOSING in this regard.
Ephesians 6:1 (NASB)
Children, obey your parents in the Lord, for this is right.

Thomas á Kempis said:
No man doth faithfully rule, but he that he that hath learned gladly to obey.
(source unknown)
Hebrews 5:8 (NASB)
Although He was a Son, He learned obedience from the things which
He suffered.
Just as we learn to OBEY OUR HEAVENLY FATHER in the family of God,
so children must be OBEY THEIR EARTHLY FATHER.
In this verse we have a REASON stated for the words of ADMONITION:
“THIS IS WELL PLEASING IN THE LORD.”
What a powerful reason for being obedient, because “IT IS WELL PLEASING
[TO] THE LORD.”
We tell the Lord we want to please Him and here we have an EXPRESSION
OF THAT OPPORTUNITY.
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I can please Him as a child by being obedient to my parents.
Ephesians 5:10 (NASB)
trying to learn what is pleasing to the Lord.
1 Samuel 15:22 (KJV)
And Samuel said, Hath the LORD as great delight in burnt offerings
and sacrifices, as in obeying the voice of the LORD? Behold, to obey is
better than sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat of rams.
A small boy repeatedly disobeyed his mother. Finally she hung a clean,
smooth board at the head of his bed with the understanding that she would
drive a nail into it every time he disobeyed.
Days passed by without one nail. Finally she had to drive one in and the boy
was broken-hearted. The mother promised to pull it out at the end of the
week if he did not disobey again.
Due to good behavior, out came the nail at the end of the week. Then with
disappointment he said, “Oh mother, you pulled out the nail, but you did not
take away the hole.”
Disobedience is sin and just as surely as there is sin, no matter how complete
the forgiveness the results of sin remain, like so many ugly scars that cannot
be erased.
If we really love the Lord, we want to please Him. One way we can please
Him, according to this verse, is to obey our parents.
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Barclay says:
Children are to obey their parents as a Christian duty; but equally fathers
are not to be so critical that they simply provoke resentment and create
discouragement in their children . . .
p. 130

Barker & Kohlenberger say:
The one obligation Paul places on children is obedience to their parents.
“Obey” (GK 5634) implies a readiness to hear and carry out orders; a child’s
ongoing responsibility is to listen to and carry out the instructions of his or her
parents. Paul says two things about this obedience. (1) It is to be complete: “in
everything.” Paul, of course, sets this in a Christian context. He is dealing
with the Christian home and presupposes Christian attitudes on the part of
parents. (2) The obedience of children to their parents “pleases the Lord.”
p. 838

Barton, Fackler, Taylor & Veerman say:
If the home is to be a means of grace it must be a place of rules . . . the
alternative to rule is not freedom but the unconstitutional (and often
unconscious) tyranny of the most selfish member.
C. S. Lewis
p. 223

Calvin says:

In all things, therefore, that they may not refuse anything, however
difficult or disagreeable—in all things, that in things indifferent they may
give deference to the station which their parents occupy—in all things, that

they may not put themselves on a footing of equality with their parents, in
the way of questioning and debating, or disputing, it being always understood
that conscience is not to be infringed upon. He prohibits parents from
exercising an immoderate harshness, lest their children should be so
disheartened as to be incapable of receiving any honourable training; for we
see, from daily experience, the advantage of a liberal education.
p. 220
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Carson says:
The obedience which children are to yield is not qualified to make provision
for the problem of commands which are contrary to conscience. This however
is covered by the fact that the whole relationship is subject to the Lord. The
main issue here is that the obedience is total. It is to be governed, not by the
child’s wishes, but by the very fact of his position as a child. This obedience
is acceptable in the sphere when the Lordship of Christ is the paramount
consideration.
p. 92

Gromacki says:

1. The command
The command has three features. First, a child must obey constantly.
The imperative (hupakouete) literally means “to hear” (akouo) “under”
(hupo). A child who obeys is one who puts himself under the authority of his
parents, listens to the parental directives, and does as he is told, without
complaint and rebellion.
Second, obedience must be toward both “parents.” This fact implies
that both parents agree about what is expected of their children. If the father
and the mother give contradictory commands, it is impossible for the child to
comply with the divine imperative. Each parent can give a separate charge,
but it must be done with the full support of the other. The context implies
that these are saved parents (3:21).
Third, obedience extends to “all things.” This includes all aspects of
daily life: work, play, church, and social activities.
p. 149

C. Henry says:
Children must obey their parents, and this not by way of conforming to some
abstract concept of duty, but, as throughout this epistle, because that is the
conduct that the Lord expects of His people. Most people in antiquity
thought of a father’s rights over his children as very nearly absolute, but Paul
reminds fathers that they too have duties. He urges them not to provoke
their children, for they may easily discourage them.
p. 329
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Henry says:
They must be willing to do all their lawful commands, as those who have a
natural right and are fitter to direct them than themselves. And this is well-

pleasing to God.
p. 1874

King says:
(1) Children are given a guiding word, “obey”, and that “in all things”. The
only restriction is, as in the Ephesian passage, “in the Lord”—one implication
being that if the parent demanded something that would be wrong in the
Lord’s sight, the child is required to follow the higher loyalty.
p. 99

Lovett says:
CHILDREN-FATHERS. The wife’s submission to the husband
removes from her hands the responsibility for the children. God holds fathers
responsible for their maturity. Disobedient children displease the Lord even
as do the parents who tolerate them. Yet they are not given as slaves.
Parents were ordained for the benefit of children. Chastisement is to be
inflicted only “as unto the Lord.” An exasperated or over-teased child soon
loses heart and gives up all efforts to please his parents. Therefore God
forbids the dispiriting of children, for a broken spirit is fatal to youngsters.
p. 192

MacArthur says:

in all things. See notes on Ephesians 6:1-3. The only limit on a child’s
obedience is when parents demand something contrary to God’s Word.
p. 1744
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Patzia says:
Children are to obey their parents in everything. In everything indicates
that this is to be a total obedience, governed, as in 3:18, by the fact that this
is the right and acceptable thing to do.
p. 90

Radmacher, Allen & House say:
3:20, 21 Children and fathers also have admonitions from the apostle.
Children are to obey. Yet the all things should not be taken as an absolute.
When God’s truth and anyone’s demands come into conflict, a child should
obey God. Furthermore, a father should be careful not to frustrate his
children or discourage them. Regulations should be reasonable, not
arbitrary. The father should train his children the same way God disciplines
and teaches him.
p. 1568

Robertson says:

In all things (kata panta). This is the hard part for the child, not occasional

obedience, but continual. Surely a Christian father or mother will not make
unreasonable or unjust demands of the child. Nowhere does modern
civilization show more weakness than just here. Waves of lawlessness sweep
over the world because the child was not taught to obey.
p. 506
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(Exploring the Mind & Heart of the Prince of Preachers: Five-thousand
illustrations under one-thousand topical headings from the works of
C. H. Spurgeon by C. H. Spurgeon) Oswego, IL: Fox River Press.
Copyright– Fox River Press, 2005.
Brother, you cannot expect God to listen to you if you will not listen to him;
and when you ask of God, you must not imagine that he will give to you what
you ask of him if you do not give to him what he asks of you. 2978.129
p. 328
Those children who are doted upon by their parents are greatly to be pitied,
for they are apt to be allowed to have their own way, and a youth’s own way
is sure to be a wrong one. 3354.231
p. 337
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v.21 Fathers, do not be irritating your children, in order that they may not
lose heart (become discouraged).

The NET Bible then translates verse 21:
Fathers, do not provoke your children, so they will not become
disheartened.

Peterson paraphrases verse 21:
Parents, don’t come down too hard on your children or you’ll crush
their spirits.

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
3:21. Fathers (and mothers; cf. Prov. 1:8; 6:20) should not presume on
this obedience and embitter (. . . “provoke or irritate”) their children by
continual agitation and unreasonable demands. Paul wrote, “Fathers, do not
exasperate . . . your children” . . . This will only make them become
discouraged. Praise for well-doing rather than constant criticism will, along
with loving discipline . . . help rear children in “the training and instruction
of the Lord” (Eph. 6:4).
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In the first two groups we had the HUSBAND-WIFE RELATIONSHIP.
In these last two groups, we have the FATHER-CHILD RELATIONSHIP.
Fathers are to be careful not to over-correct their children by constantly
saying “do this and do that” and “don’t do this and don’t do that.” This is the
fourth group Paul addresses.
OVER-CORRECTION LEADS TO DISCOURAGEMENT. There needs to be
recognition on the part of fathers when improvement is made.
COMMENDATION and CORRECTION go hand-in-hand.
Ephesians 6:4 (TLB)
And now a word to you parents. Don’t keep on scolding and nagging
your children, making them angry and resentful. Rather, bring them
up with the loving discipline the Lord himself approves, with
suggestions and godly advice.
When Paul writes to the Thessalonian Christians in 1 Thessalonians 2, he
characterizes his ministry to the Thessalonian saints as that of a father.
In these verses we can discern a THREE-FOLD FUNCTION of an
EFFECTIVE FATHER. He is to be:
1.

ENCOURAGING his child,

2.

EXHORTING OR EXHORTATION of his child, and

3.

an EXAMPLE to the child.
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When these three ingredients are included in my role as a father, I will not
“BE IRRITATING” my child but will be submitting him to a balanced
discipline.
The ingredients of effective fatherhood:
1.

I will be ENCOURAGING HIM with words of commendation
when he is obedient and doing a good during the times he is
going through difficulty and stress.

2.

I will be EXHORTING HIM by teaching him positive principles
as well as correcting him when he is disobedient. There is a
time when exhortation must cease and loving discipline be
administered.

3.

The third ingredient of effective fatherhood is seen in the word
EXAMPLE. There are many principles that are better
CAUGHT than TAUGHT.

I believe that:
LOVE,
PATIENCE,
KINDNESS,
MEEKNESS,
UNSELFISHNESS, and
SPIRITUAL DEVOTION will have a far better chance of revealing
themselves in my child’s life when they can see them in my own.
They are saying:
“Show me how to do it dad!”
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The PURPOSE given for “NOT . . . IRRITATING YOUR CHILDREN” is:
“IN ORDER THAT THEY MAY NOT LOSE HEART (BECOME
DISCORUAGED).”
How easy it is to feel we are properly correcting sometimes and really we are
“IRRITATING [OUR] CHILDREN” by:
SETTING STANDARDS TOO HIGH for them and
EXPECTING TOO MUCH from them, when they are already
performing at their PEAK CAPACITY.

Abbott says:
“Do not irritate.” The verb means to “excite, provoke,” not necessarily to
anger, or in a bad sense . . .
p. 294

Abbott says:
A child frequently irritated by over-severity or injustice, to which,
nevertheless, it must submit, acquires a spirit of sullen resignation, leading
to despair.
p. 294

Anders says:
Embitter means “to provoke or irritate.” The Christian father is not to
overcorrect or harass his children, or they will become discouraged, which
refers to “a listless, sullen resignation—a broken spirit.” To be discouraged
as a child means to think things like, I’ll never get it right, or, All he does is
criticize, or, He’ll never love me.
p. 333
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Barclay says:
The better a parent is the more he must avoid the danger of
discouraging his child, for the parent must give discipline and encouragement
in equal parts.
p. 196

Barker & Kohlenberger say:

d. The duty of parents to children (3:21)
21 The specific mention of “fathers” suggests that the father as head of the
household has a special responsibility for training the children. No slight
toward the mother is intended, for Paul would surely have recognized her
rights and the power of her influence in the home. In fact, “fathers” (GK
4252) occasionally has the broad meaning of “parents” (cf. Heb 11:23, where
this word is used of the parents of Moses).
Fathers are not to “embitter” (GK 2241) their children. They must not
challenge their children’s resistance by an unreasonable exercise of authority.
Firm discipline may be necessary, but it must always be administered in the
right spirit. Parents should not give in to fault-finding, nor always be
nagging their children.
p. 839

Bruce says:
If children are exhorted to render obedience, parents, and specifically fathers,
are urged not to irritate their children by being so unreasonable in their
demands that the children lose heart and come to think that it is useless
trying to please their parents.
p. 165
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Bruce says:
For the children his only precept is “Obey your parents”; let parents
see to it that they deserve obedience: and more than this, that they make
obedience easy.
p. 166

Eadie says:
“Lest they be disheartened.” The composition of the verb shows its strong
signification. Children teazed and irritated lose heart, renounce every
endeavor to please, or render at best but a soulless obedience.
p. 261

Eadie says:
The young spirit is to be carefully and tenderly developed, and not crushed by
harsh and ungenerous treatment. Too much is neither to be demanded nor
expected. The twig is to be bent with caution, not broken in the efforts of a
rude and hasty zeal. Approbation is as necessary to the child as counsel, and
promise as indispensable as warning and reproof.
p. 262

Eadie says:
. . . exercising their own authority with irritating unkindness, with needless
and vexatious severity; of harassing their children by capricious commands
and restrictions; of showing groundless dissatisfaction, and scattering
unmerited reproof. To act thus, the apostle declares, would be so far from
advancing the religious improvement of children, that it would discourage
them. It would not only deaden their affections towards their parents, but
would dispirit their exertions, and check their desires after holiness.”
p. 262
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Fergusson says:
Because parents are apt to abuse their parental authority, and chiefly
the fathers, therefore he enjoineth them to use it moderately, not irritating
their children, lest they turn heartless and discouraged.
p. 367

Hendriksen says:
One of the most striking characteristics of these brief admonitions is their
reciprocal character. In enjoining God-glorifying domestic relationships they
do not stress the duty of wives at the expense of that of husbands, of children
at the expense of that of fathers, or of slaves at the expense of that of
masters.
p. 171

Hendriksen says:
Fathers should create an atmosphere which will make obedience an
easy and natural matter, namely, the atmosphere of love and confidence.
They should bring up their children in the discipline and instruction of the
Lord (Eph. 6:4). When fathers are unjust or overly severe, a spirit of sullen
resignation is created in the hearts of their offspring. The children “lose
heart,” thinking, “No matter what I do, it’s always wrong.” There should be
no nagging, no constant “Don’t do this” and “Don’t do that.” Though the
negative admonition (“Don’t”) cannot and must not be avoided and is at times
definitely in place (note the repeated “Thou shalt not” of the Decalogue, in the
teaching of Jesus, and in Paul’s epistles, including this very passage!), the
emphasis must be on the positive (Rom. 12:21). A good father spends time
with his children, teaches, entertains, and encourages them, and by his
example as well as by outright, verbal instruction, points them to Christ.
p. 172
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Henry says:
Let not your authority over them be exercised with rigour and severity, but
with kindness and gentleness, lest you, by holding the reins too tight make
them fly out with the greater fierceness.”
p. 1874

Hughes says:
Millions of children, even in Christian homes, experience a constant
rain of criticism. John Newton, the great preacher and hymn-writer, who
experienced such a wretched life before turning to Christ, said, “I know that
my father loved me—but he did seem to wish me to see it.” Parents, fathers,
discipline is to be given, but so is encouragement. Obedience is to be
nurtured by love and praise. We must never cause our children to “lose
heart.”
p. 126

Jamieson, Fausset & Brown say:
It is a different Greek verb, therefore translate here, “irritate not.” By
perpetual fault-finding “children” are “discouraged” or “disheartened.”
A broken-down spirit is fatal to youth [BENGEL].
p. 1326

King says:
(2) Fathers also have a guiding word here, “provoke not”. It is so easy to
“discourage” the children by constant nagging at them, or by the use of the
unfair method of heavy sarcasm, and what not. The reader will recall the
little boy who said his name was “Don’t”. On it being supposed that he hadn’t
understood the question, he insisted, and explained, “Wherever I am, and
whatever I’m doing, it’s always, Don’t, Don’t, Don’t. I’m right sick of it.
That’s my name, Don’t”. Poor little creature!
p. 100
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Lange says:
The motive for the warning is found in the result, which is marked as fixed
and certain: lest they be disheartened.—BENGEL: “A broken spirit, the bane
of youth.” There is a lack of affection and confidence, pleasure and power for
good and against evil.
p. 76

Lightfoot says:
. . . ‘provoke, irritate.’ The other reading . . . has higher support, but is
doubtless taken from the parallel passage, Ephes. vi. 4. ‘Irritation’ is the first
consequence of being too exacting with children, and irritation leads to
moroseness . . .
p. 227

Lightfoot says:
. . . ‘lose heart, become spiritless,’ i.e. ‘go about their task in a listless, moody,
sullen frame of mind.’
p. 227

MacArthur says:
3:21 provoke. See notes on Ephesians 6:4. Also translated “do not
exasperate,” this word has the connotation of not stirring up or irritating.
p. 1744
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MacArthur says:
The influence parents have in the lives of their children has been
summed up in a perspective by Dorothy Law Nolte entitled “Children Learn
What They Live”:
If a child lives with criticism,
he learns to condemn.
If a child lives with hostility,
he learns to fight.
If a child lives with ridicule,
he learns to be shy.
If a child lives with shame,
he learns to feel guilty.
If a child lives with tolerance,
he learns to be patient.
If a child lives with encouragement,
he learns confidence.
If a child lives with praise,
he learns to appreciate.
If a child lives with fairness,
he learns justice.
If a child lives with security,
he learns to have faith.
If a child lives with approval,
he learns to like himself.
If a child lives with acceptance and friendship,
he learns to find love in the world.
p. 173

(Copyright 1982 by Dorothy Law Nolte. Used by permission.)
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Melick says:
Paul meant that they should not embitter or irritate their children. The word
“embitter” (erethizō) occurs only one other time in Scripture (in 2 Cor 9:2).
This speaks of an irritation or even nagging. Parents embitter children by
constantly picking at them, perhaps refusing to acknowledge their efforts.
The fact that children might become discouraged suggests that the parents
too easily reminded the children that they were not good enough. This
activity had no place in the Christian home. If correction were needed, it
should have been toward the behavior of the child, not the child’s personhood,
and it should have been enforced quickly. Discipline was not to be prolonged
so that nagging occurred.
The reason for the command was to avoid discouragement. Constant
nagging produces a situation where children are discouraged either because
they cannot please those they love or because they feel they are of no worth to
anybody.
p. 315

Moule says:
Parents, do not irritate your children, do not challenge their resistance by
unwise and exacting interferences, so different from the steady firmness of
thoughtful and responsible affection, that they may not be out of heart,
discouraged under the chilling feeling that it is important to please, that the
word of praise is never heard, that confidence is never reposed in their
affection and fidelity.
pp. 235-6

O’Brien says:
If children are exhorted to render obedience to their parents, then the latter,
especially fathers, are enjoined not to irritate or provoke their children lest
they lose heart and become timid.
p. 225
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Patzia says:
The obedience required of children does not give parents the freedom to abuse
them. Hence, parents are not to embitter their children, that is, do anything
that will provoke or tyrannize them (erethizō). The reason for this is to avoid
the negative reaction of discouragement. Harsh and provoking treatment of
children merely leads to exasperation and misunderstanding. Parents need
to restrain their authority; they should deserve rather than demand
obedience.
p. 90

Phillips says:
The word for “provoke” here means “to rouse to anger,” or “to fight.”
It can be rendered “to excite” or “to irritate.” Often, parents forget that their
children are what my father used to call “the little people.” They are people,
too, with feelings, thoughts, desires, hopes, and faults, just like grown-ups.
The father’s role is to be a dad, not a dictator. Just because at times he has
to say, “No!” and enforce a “no” answer does not mean that he has to be nasty.
Children need to be treated with the same courtesy shown to others. Nobody
likes being bossed and bullied.
The word for “discouraged” means “to be disheartened” or “to have
their spirit broken.” We have to break a young child’s will, especially when it
is set in a defiant mode, but we must not break his spirit. Constantly
nagging children can produce two opposite reactions. The child can become
broken in spirit or belligerent in spirit. Parental responsibility involves
setting standards and defining limits and enforcing discipline. But these
things need to be done intelligently, reasonably, and lovingly.
p. 195
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Robertson says:
“You fathers, stop irritating your children that they may not lose
heart.” Mothers do not nag the children as much as fathers and so are not
the ones singled out here. The verb appears in 2 Corinthians 9:2 in a good
sense, but here it means irritation as the result of nervous explosion on the
part of the father. It is terrible when the father is no longer a hero to the
child. The father may sometimes “irritate by exacting demands and
perpetual fault-finding and interference for interference’s sake” (Peake). The
result of this bad habit is that the child’s spirit is broken. The child loses
heart and becomes spiritless.
p. 119

Robertson says:
21. Provoke not . . . Present imperative of old verb from erethō, to
excite. Only twice in N.T., here in bad sense, in good sense in II. Cor. 9:2 (to
stimulate). Here it means to nag and as a habit (present tense).
pp. 506-7

Sturz says:

Provoke not your children, that is, don’t over-irritate or exasperate

them. Don’t force them to drastic action. Instead of nagging, the father’s
attitude is to be similar to that demanded in verse 19. Treat them as human
beings, respect their ideas, and don’t expect unreasonable things from them.
On the other hand, Paul does not mean that the children are to be free from
restraint or to run the house.
p. 110
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Trentham says:

Erethizete, which is translated provoked, could best be translated
chafe. It denotes that irksome discipline which takes the heart out of
children as they conclude that nothing they do can really please their
parents.
pp. 157-8

Wuest says:

“Discouraged” is athumeō, “to be disheartened, dispirited, broken in spirit,
lose heart.”
p. 229
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(Growing Up Colt: A Father, a Son, a Life in Football by Colt McCoy & Brad
McCoy with Mike Yorkey) Ulrichsville, OH: Barbour Publishing, Inc.
Copyright– Koyboys LLC, 2011.
1. Prepare your children for the path, not the path for your children.
My father said he and Mom followed the godly advice in Proverbs 22:6, which
goes like this: “Start children off on the way they should go, and even when
they are old they will not turn from it.”
All too often, Dad said, he saw parents seeking to smooth out life’s
bumps in the road for their children. If these “bulldozer parents” weren’t in
his coach’s office demanding to know why Johnny wasn’t playing, they were
letting their kids slide by at home because they didn’t want to be too “tough”
on them. Every parent, Dad reminded the audience, must teach his or her
children how to work hard and study hard, the discipline of setting goals and
attaining them, the resilience of getting back on their feet when life knocks
them down, and the value of never giving up.
Preparing children for the path means not being afraid to discipline
children when they fall out of line or show willful disobedience. Many
parents, Dad said, do not punish their children because they fear not being
liked by their offspring, but withholding discipline can do more harm to a
child’s future.
2. Prepare your children to do their best. Success in any endeavor—
from academics to sports to life itself—starts with teaching children what it
means to set a goal and to work hard to achieve it. Children need high
expectations so they will learn what it takes to do their best. As a high school
coach for most of his adult life, my father would lead his teams onto the field
with the chant, “Expect to win, play to win!” Children need to hear the same
high expectations from their parents.
3. Prepare your children to be leaders. Besides striving to do their
best, children should be taught how to lead as well, and that means teaching
children to look for ways to serve others and inspire those around them. Dad
taught me the biblical truth that if I wanted to be a leader, I had to be a
servant first.”
4. Prepare your children for open and closed doors. This is where my
father became emotional during his talk at Regents School. He said his
emotions were still raw after what happened to me at the BCS Championship
Game against the University of Alabama a few days earlier. On our fifth
offensive play from scrimmage, a 296-pound University of Alabama defensive
lineman, Marcell Dareus, hit me with a pretty good shot.
Dad said he had seen me take a ton of big hits during my four seasons
playing quarterback at Texas, but he immediately knew something was
wrong when I got up from the pile and began jogging off the field, rotating my
right shoulder and motioning with my left arm for someone to replace me.
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I would never play another down of college football for the University
of Texas, but what hurt more than any bum shoulder, my father said, was
that I couldn’t help my team win the BCS national championship.
Everything I had worked for up to then—everything that I had worked for up
to then—everything that I had built upon—was gone in an instant. In the
biggest game of my collegiate career, and at a time when my team needed me
the most, all I could do was stand on the sidelines and watch.
“When Colt’s dreams of playing for the national title were dashed, God
closed a door,” Dad said. “But that didn’t mean that God didn’t have a plan
or open a different door.”
pp. 7-9

(Exploring the Mind & Heart of the Prince of Preachers: Five-thousand
illustrations under one-thousand topical headings from the works of
C. H. Spurgeon by C. H. Spurgeon) Oswego, IL: Fox River Press.
Copyright– Fox River Press, 2005.
Be ready to forgive your children. 2276.474
p. 336
Brethren, if you wish to give your children a blessing when you die, be a
blessing to them while you live. If you would make your last words worth the
hearing, let your whole life be worth the seeing. 3540.566
p. 337
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(If You Want to Walk on Water, You’ve Got to Get Out of the Boat by John
Ortberg) Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan. Copyright – John Ortberg,
2001.
Waiting patiently is not a strong suit in American society.
A woman’s car stalls in traffic. She looks in vain under the hood to
identify the cause, while the driver behind her leans relentlessly on his horn.
Finally she has had enough. She walks back to his car and offers sweetly, “I
don’t know what the matter is with my car. But if you want to go look under
the hood, I’ll be glad to stay here and honk for you.”
We are not a patient people. We tend to be in a horn-honking,
microwaving, Fed-Ex mailing, fast-food eating, express-lane shopping hurry.
People don’t like to wait in traffic, on the phone, in the store, or at the post
office.
Robert Levine, in a wonderful book called A Geography of Time,
suggests the creation of a new unit of time called the honko-second—“the
time between when the light changes and the person behind you honks his
horn.” He claims it is the smallest measure of time known to science.
So how well do you wait?
At a tollbooth, the driver of the car in front of you is having an
extended conversation with the tollbooth operator. You—
A. Are happy they are experiencing the tollbooth in community. You
think about joining them and forming a small group.
B. Dream of things you would like to say to the tollbooth operator.
C. Attempt to drive your vehicle between the other guy’s car and the
tollbooth.
You have been sitting in the waiting room of your doctor’s office for an
hour. You—
A. Are grateful for the chance to catch up on the 1993 Reader’s Digest.
B. Tell the other patients you have a highly contagious and fatal disease,
hoping this will empty the waiting room.
C. Force yourself to hyperventilate to get immediate attention.
pp. 173-4
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(All is Grace by Brennan Manning with John Blase) Colorado Springs, CO:
David C. Cook. Copyright – Brennan Manning, 2011.
One Christmas—I must have been ten years old—I spent some time
walking the creaky wooden floors of Woolworth’s five-and-dime searching for
a gift for my mother. I happened up a little notepad, the kind people used to
keep beside telephones. It was multicolored, pastels of pink and green and
blue. I’d never seen anything like it. I thought it was gorgeous, surely
something that would thrill my mother. Christmas morning came, and we
were all there—my parents and grandparents, my brother and sister and me.
As my mother began opening my gift, I held my breath in anticipation. She
tore the wrapping paper away and just stared at the notepad. “What in God’s
name am I gonna do with this? What a waste of money!” After what felt like
an eternity where all eyes in the room were on me, my mother tossed me the
pad, and the Mannings moved on to other gifts. I felt like I’d purchased the
Hope Diamond for her, but it wasn’t enough. I just didn’t understand. I was
crushed.
pp. 57-58
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v.22 Servants, be obeying in all things your masters according to the flesh,
not with eyeservice as men pleasers, but with a sincere heart, fearing
the Lord.

The NET Bible then translates verse 22:
Slaves, obey your earthly masters in every respect, not only when they
are watching—like those who are strictly people-pleasers—but with a
sincere heart, fearing the Lord.

Peterson paraphrases verse 22:
Servants, do what you’re told by your earthly masters. And don’t just
do the minimum that will get you by.

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
3:22-25. Slaves are exhorted to obey (the same word is directed to
children in v. 20) their earthly masters. “Earthly” is literally “according to
the flesh”; only Christ is master of the spirits of believing slaves. This
obedience is to be with sincerity of heart, not simply when their masters are
watching them or to win their favor. Also slaves are to work with reverence
for the Lord.
The fifth group he talks to is the “SERVANTS.”
This can be applied to the EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIP.
“[EMPLOYEES], BE OBEYING IN ALL THINGS.” Essentially this is the
same message Paul addressed to the children in verse 20:
“Children, be obeying your parents.”
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“SERVANTS, BE OBEYING . . . YOUR MASTERS.”
“ACCORDING TO THE FLESH” is added because there is no question about
my obedient “IN ALL THINGS” in the Spirit.
Now in this verse we are faced with a NEGATIVE and POSITIVE
APPROACH Paul often uses in his arguments:
NEGATIVELY—my obedience is “NOT WITH EYESERVICE AS MEN
PLEASUERS”
“EYESERVICE” is such as is rendered only when you are under close
inspection and scrutiny by the boss. It makes a false show of industry and a
great pretense of diligence. It is the dishonest service meant only to impress.
“NOT WITH EYESERVICE AS MEN PLEASERS, BUT WITH” a whole
heart, as GOD-PLEASERS.
POSITIVELY—“WITH A SINCERE HEART, FEARING THE LORD.”
It is with an honest heart remembering that God is the judge of our
performance and not merely our earthly masters.
Galatians 6:9 (TLB)
And let us not get tired of doing what is right, for after a while we will
reap a harvest of blessing if we don’t get discouraged and give up.
1 Chronicles 29:17 (NIV)
I know, my God, that you test the heart and are pleased with integrity.
All these things have I given willingly and with honest intent. And
now I have seen with joy how willingly your people who are here have
given to you.
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Barclay says:
Slaves are to give obedience to their masters as a Christian obligation; they
are to work for no human master, but for the Lord; they are to fear no human
judgment, but God’s. But equally masters have to give their slaves just and
fair treatment, for they must remember that they too have a Master in
heaven (chs. 3:22 to 4:1).
p. 130

Barker & Kohlenberger say:
The only duty Paul presses on slaves is complete obedience—i.e., “in
everything.” He was obviously thinking of the Christian household and thus
did not have in mind carrying out orders contrary to the principles of the
Gospel. Christian slaves were not, of course, to obey such orders; no matter
what their position in life, the Christian’s highest duty is to God, and all
lesser duties must give way to this (cf. Ac 5:29). The latter part of the verse
insists that obedience of slaves is to be sincere, ungrudging, and rooted in
“reverence for the Lord.”
p. 839

Eadie says:
Slaves have usually but the one motive, and that is, to avoid punishment, and
therefore they only labour to please the master when his eye is on them. They
are disposed to trifle when he is absent, in the hope that their indolence may
not be detected. But Christian slaves were to work on principle, were to do
their duty at all times, and from a higher motive, conscious that another eye
was upon them, and that their service was really rendered to another master.
p. 264

C. Henry says:
His longest exhortation is for the slaves. When such became
Christians and came to look on barriers as done away in Christ, they must
have found it difficult to perform the duties appropriate to their station.
p. 329
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Jamieson, Fausset & Brown say:
This is to fear God, when, though none sees us, we do no evil; but if we do
evil, it is not God, but men, whom we fear. singleness—“simplicity of heart.”
p. 1326

Lovett says:
SLAVES. In Paul’s day slaves were cruelly exploited. Still, who
cannot take anything if he knows better days are ahead, that justice will
finally be his? These verses apply to modern employees. Christians can
endure low wages and hard conditions and still give sincere service with a
smile. The Christian considers his real Boss is Jesus. What he is deprived of
for a time, will be more than compensated in the big “Payday!” The noblest
title we can bear is “Slave of Christ!” It should be no surprise when earthly
conditions make us live up to that title. Only a Christian can suffer
degredation and exploitation with a smile and joy! He can turn any situation
into profit for Christ. It’s not hard to see how strikes and marches do not fit
God’s plan for the Christian, who is instructed to be content with his lot in
life.
p. 193

McGee says:

Eye-service is a word peculiar in the New Testament to the writings of Paul.

He means, “Don’t keep your eye on the clock. Keep your eye on Christ. He is
the One whom you are serving.” That is the way you ought to do your job.
p. 361
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Pickell says:
2. For business relationships, 3:22-4:1. Christianity is also relevant for
the business world. While the Apostle speaks of slaves and masters, the
principles he enunciates apply all the more in a free society. Slavery was
part and parcel of the ancient world. Most labor was provided by slaves. But
slavery was often a cruel and heartless business. While Paul does not
directly discuss the social issue, one may deduce the wrong of slavery from
the implications of his writings. Here he simply addresses himself to slaves
and their masters, and because the points he makes are valid today we shall
use the figures of labor and management.
p. 64

(Smooth Stones Taken from Ancient Books: Being a collection of sentences,
illustrations, and quaint sayings from that renowned Puritan, Thomas
Brooks by C.H. Spurgeon) Carlisle, PA: Banner of Truth Trust.
Copyright– Banner of Truth Trust, 2011.
The best way to do ourselves good is to be doing good to others; the best
way to gather is to scatter.
p. 55

(Life on the Highest Plane: A Study of the Spiritual Nature and Needs of
Man by Ruth Paxson) Chicago, IL: Moody Press. Copyright––The
Moody Bible Institute of Chicago, 1928.
If to some a walk in habitual obedience to the will, the ways and the
Word of God even in the power of the indwelling Spirit still seems impossible,
let us remember that a walk is taken step by step. It is a step at a time. And
each step taken in obedience makes the next step easier. As we walk in the
Spirit our confidence in His power to guide and to guard us deepens and our
reliance upon Him grows.
p. 372
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(Voices from the Past: Puritan Devotional Readings edited by Richard
Rushing) Carlisle, PA: Banner of Truth Trust. Copyright– Richard
Rushing, 2009.
Men must not think to dance and dine with the devil and then to sup with
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven. Sin will usher in the
greatest and the saddest losses that can be upon our souls. It will usher in
the loss of that divine favour that is better than life, and the loss of the joy
that is unspeakable and full of glory, and the loss of the peace that passes
understanding, and the loss of the divine influences by which the soul has
been refreshed, quickened, raised, strengthened, and gladdened, and the loss
of many outward desirable mercies, which otherwise that soul might have
enjoyed.
p. 15

(Take My Heart, O God: Riches from the Greatest Christian Women Writers
of All Times by Sarah Young) Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan.
Copyright– Worthy Media, Inc., 2010.
But what if we decided to submit to God’s will in every situation?
What if, instead of doing what comes naturally, we obeyed God? This is what
that might look like: We’d show love to our enemies and pray for those who
persecute us. We’d submit to our husbands, even when we disagree. We’d
honor our parents, even when they’re difficult. We’d pray instead of worry.
We’d forgive instead of holding a grudge. We’d confess our self-reliance.
We’d submit to God’s will.
p. 4/9
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(Pearls of Great Price: 366 Daily Devotional Readings by Joni Eareckson
Tada) Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan. Copyright – Joni Eareckson
Tada, 2007.

Washing Wheels
After that, [Jesus] poured water into a basin and began to wash his
disciples’ feet, drying them with the towel that was wrapped around him.
––JOHN 13:5
Ken and I invited two couples from out of town over for a backyard
dinner last night. It was candlelight, music, and dining under the stars. It
was going to be great. To situate my legs under the table, I had to wheel
back and forth over wet grass. After getting in place, I looked down and
groaned. Chunks of mud, stones, and dirt were thickly wedged between the
tread in my tires. I imagined what that would do to my new cream-colored
carpet when later I would wheel inside my house.
But after dinner and without any prompting from me, Peter and John, the
two husbands, left our table and ran inside to get a pail of hot water. Pouring it
over my dirty tires, they began scrubbing with a dish brush and picking away
mud with a knife. I felt embarrassed that our special dinner guests were on
their hands and knees, getting dirty and wet. One of the fellows laughed and
said, “Hey, what we’re doing is very biblical. When Jesus told us to wash each
other’s feet, I’m sure he meant your wheels too!” Immediately I sensed an
outpouring of God’s humility and grace. Humility in seeing our honored visitors
on their hands and knees . . . and grace in that these men had a chance to jump
in and follow the Savior’s example from John 13:5.
I learned two things last night. Nothing works better than hot water
for getting mud off anything; plus, I learned that to wash my feet is to
wash my wheels. Today, find a unique and unusual way to “wash the
feet” of another. When you serve, you’ll experience both humility and
grace.

Lord Jesus, when I see a need today––no matter how unusual or unique––
give my humility and grace to serve and make a difference.
(May 15)
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verse 22—“SERVANTS, BE OBEYING IN ALL THINGS.”

verse 20—“Children, be obeying your parents in all things.”

NEGATIVELY:

“NOT WITH EYESERVICE AS MEN PLEASUERS, BUT”
In CONTRAST—POSITIVELY:

1.

“WITH A SINCERE HEART” and
2.

“FEARING THE LORD.”
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v.23 Whatever you are doing, be working from the heart, as to the Lord and
not to men;

The NET Bible then translates verse 23:
Whatever you are doing, work at it with enthusiasm, as to the Lord
and not for people,

Peterson paraphrases verse 23:
Do your best. Work from the heart for your real Master, for God,

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
Working with an awareness of God’s character and presence enhances the
dignity of the labor of even slaves. In fact, whatever . . . slaves do should be
with all their heart[s] (lit., “out of the soul,” i.e., genuine and from within, not
merely by outward pretense) and for the Lord, not for men. While slavery
was certainly undesirable, Paul’s goals did not include restructuring social
institutions . . .
This verse is a CONTINUATION of his address to “Servants” and is very
similar to:
Colossians 3:17 (DAV)
And all whatever you do in word or deed, do all in the name of the Lord
Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father through Him.
As you let Jesus live through you, you will be amazed at your reason for
doing things for the glory of God.
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This is a RESTATEMENT of verse 22 as well:
“not with eyeservice as men pleasures, but with a sincere heart,
fearing the Lord.”
This is the KEY VERSE in our study:
CHRIST IN MY FAMILY.
This verse is set right in the context of admonition about family relationships.
We do have a need for a family so that in our years of training, we can learn
to do what this verse says.
God has given us a SPIRITUAL FAMILY that we become His children by the
NEW BIRTH and in it we learn many tremendous lessons that fit us for life.
God has given us each other in a family relationship to meet each other’s
needs.
God has also given us a PHYSICAL FAMILY. In our physical families we
learn how we are supposed to act in our spiritual families. Our physical
families were meant to have Christ as the center even as our spiritual family
does.
Notice the constant RECURRENCE of the little phrase “in the Lord” along
this line. It seems to be popping up with regularity in His admonitions of
family responsibility.
The PHYSICAL FAMILY, then, is the LABORATORY to teach us things and
responsibilities with regard to our spiritual family.
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Ephesians 6:6-7 (TLB)

Don’t work hard only when your master is watching and then shirk
when he isn’t looking; work hard and with gladness all the time, as
though working for Christ, doing the will of God with all your hearts.
We are to:

“BE WORKING FROM THE HEART, AS TO THE LORD AND NOT
TO MEN.”
We are to be GIVING IT EVERYTHING WE’VE GOT because we are not
pleasing men, but the Lord.
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J. Dwight Pentecost in his book Man’s Problems—God’s Answers says:
With the will you can obey the Master. With the heart, you can love the
Lord. He said that whatever you do, do as to the Lord heartily, or from the
heart for you serve the Lord Christ.
Housewife, as you work in your homes, do all that dusting and cooking
because you are the Lord’s servant, and this is the Lord’s will. You serve the
Lord Christ. If it is God’s will for you to be a housewife, then you are tested
on how you perform a housewife’s function. If it’s God’s will for you to be a
secretary, you are tested by what kind of a secretary you are. If in his will,
you are a student, you are tested by what God’s will is for you today—what
you do today.
If it is God’s will for you to be in business, you are to be tested by what
you do at the office. You are there as a servant of the Lord no matter what
He gives you to do, and your love for Him should transform that which is
routine and burdensome and monotonous so that it becomes your joy.
One of the secrets of dealing with monotony is to personalize that
which you are doing. If you are doing it for an organization, that’s one thing.
If you are doing it to please a person, that’s something entirely different.
I know that husbands couldn’t employ somebody to do what housewives do
from early morning till late at night. Working around the house, in the
kitchen, with the children, keeping the home going. Why do they do it? They
are personalizing it. They are doing it for their husbands. They are doing it
for their children. And what they couldn’t be hired to do, they do out of love.
Why did the Apostle Paul endure all those beatings, stonings, imprisonments,
shipwrecks, and the weariness of all of his travels as outline in 2 Corinthians
11? The love of Christ constrains us. He personalized all he did. Everything
he did was to please a person.
p. (unknown)
Galatians 1:10 (TLB)
You can see that I am not trying to please you by sweet talk and
flattery; no, I am trying to please God. If I were still trying to please
men I could not be Christ’s servant.
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Barclay says:
The workman must do everything as if he was doing it for Christ. We
do not work for pay; we do not work for ambition; we do not work to satisfy an
earthly master. We work so that we can take every task and offer it to
Christ. All work is done for God, so that God’s world can go on, and so that
God’s men and women may have the things they need for life and living. All
work is work for God.
p. 197

Barker & Kohlenberger say:
Slaves must see their service as a service rendered not to human beings but
to the Lord. This would transform the most menial responsibilities and give
dignity to all of their work. They would thereby be reminded of the reward
that would be theirs for serving faithfully in Christ’s name.
p. 839

Carson says:
True service will spring from within (heartily, lit. ‘from the soul’) and will be
directed ultimately towards the Lord.
p. 94

Eadie says:
They were, in any task that might be assigned them, to labour at it, to work
it out, and that without grumbling or reluctance, not only doing it honestly
but cheerfully . . .
p. 265
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Fergusson says:
He qualifieth the obedience required, that it be hearty and willing,
without grudging, because therein they ought to eye God more than man: for
the negative particle doth not deny simply, but comparatively; so that “as to
the Lord, and not to men,” is to the Lord more than to men, as Mark ix. 37.
p. 368

Henry says:
“And whatsoever you do, do it heartily (v. 23), with diligence, not idly and
slothfully.”—As to the Lord, and not as to men. It sanctifies a servant’s work
when it is done as unto God, and not merely as unto men. We are really
doing our duty to God when we are faithful in our duty to men. A good and
faithful servant is never the further from heaven for his being a servant:
“Knowing that the Lord you shall receive the reward of the inheritance, for
you serve the Lord Christ, v. 24. Serving your masters according to the
command of Christ, you serve Christ, and he will be your paymaster.
p. 1874

Jamieson, Fausset & Brown say:
. . . “Whatsoever ye do, work at it” (or labor at it). heartily—not from servile
constraint, but with hearty good will.
p. 1326

Lange says:
Whatever ye do.—Whatever ye do in servitude (BENGEL). The verse relates
to individual and little things. See Eph. vi. 8.—Do it from the heart, as to the
Lord and not unto men.— . . . standing first for emphasis, and demanding
glad, willing action, refers back to “in singleness of heart;” “as to the Lord,”
demanding constant mindfulness of the present heavenly Master, to “fearing
the Lord;” while the absolute negative “not . . . unto men” refers to “menpleasers.”
p. 78
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Lenski says:
He expands: “Whatever you may be doing, ever be working from the soul . . .
as for the Lord and not for men.” Here is the secret for all who work for other
men, whether they are slaves or free employees: “Throw your soul into the
work as if your one employer were the Lord!”
p. 184

McGee says:
When Paul says to work “heartily,” he means work from your soul. We have
heard a lot about a “soul brother,” but we ought to have a little more “soul
work.” If you can’t do something with enthusiasm unto the Lord, regardless
of what it is, it is wrong for you. Some people write in and ask me, “Is it right
for me to do this?” or “Is it right for me to go to this place?” Here is your
standard: “Whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, as to the Lord.” That applies to
everything. Even if you cannot go to a church with enthusiasm, I would
recommend you quit going to that church.
“As to the Lord, and not unto men.” Whatever we do should be done to
the Lord, not to men. We are not to be men pleasers.
p. 361

O’Brien says:
The comprehensive admonition of verse 17 (“whatever you do in word or deed
do all in the name of the Lord Jesus”), addressed to all members of the
congregation, is picked up here . . . “whatever you do,” is equivalent to . . . “in
everything,” of v 22; elsewhere in the NT what is commanded or forbidden is
put in a pronoun or relative clause with . . . “do” . . . and applied more
specifically to Christian slaves: whatever is assigned to them they should do
with their whole heart . . . which means literally “from the soul,” here
signifies “with a wholehearted endeavor” (the phrase is virtually equivalent
to . . . “from the heart” . . . “You shall love the Lord your God with all your
heart and with all your soul”; . . . and clearly the apostle purposes to lift the
slave’s tasks above the level of compulsive necessity to that of joyful service
(cf. Martin, NCB, 122, who rightly adds that either way the slave had no
choice: he must either work or be punished for disobedience or idleness).
p. 228
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Patrick & Lowth say:
. . . “We are,” . . . “to serve Christ as our heavenly Lord, which,” saith he,
“comprehends faith in him, obedience in him, and worship and adoration of
him, the giving him the honour which agrees to him, and invocation of him.”
p. 793

Patzia says:
Paul wants them to understand that, in spite of their position, they are
serving Christ and not men. As a result of their relationship to Christ, they
have been freed from viewing work as an obligation and performing it
methodically and unenthusiastically for human approval.
p. 93

Radmacher, Allen & House say:
. . . The question of salves and masters may appear to be out-of-date and
inapplicable to modern society, but on second glance there are important
principles in this passage. Even though slavery might not be officially
condoned or practiced today, the admonition to work hard as though one was
working for God, and not people, applies to employees. the reward of the
inheritance: The strong motivation to serve someone well is found in the
future reward that Christ gives to those who are faithful in this service. We
normally think we receive eternal rewards for spiritual practices like reading
the Bible, prayer, or evangelism. Here Paul asserts that all work done to the
honor of Christ will bring an eternal reward . . .
p. 1568
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Spurgeon says:
Let this stimulate your zeal, my brethren: if you serve the Lord Christ,
serve Him well. If you had work to do for her Majesty the Queen you would
try to do your best. If she honoured you with her commands you would
cheerfully obey them; how much more should you be aroused to diligence by
the call of the Infinite Majesty of Him who bled for you! Perform your everyday work with a heartiness which nothing else could beget in you. Serve the
Lord with gladness, and do all for love of His name.
p. 657

Trentham says:
Paul counsels the slaves to obey their master, remembered that their
most menial service was a means of serving the Lord Christ. The Christian
slave must not be continually asking, “What does my master owe me,” but
rather, “what do I owe him?” He must not simply work when the master’s
eye is upon him. He must recognize that he is working with his master and
that both are serving the Lord Jesus. Both slave and master have a common
master—Jesus Christ—to whom they must finally give an account.
p. 158
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(Exploring the Mind & Heart of the Prince of Preachers: Five-thousand
illustrations under one-thousand topical headings from the works of
C. H. Spurgeon by C. H. Spurgeon) Oswego, IL: Fox River Press.
Copyright– Fox River Press, 2005.
Believe me, brothers and sisters, if you never have sleepless hours, if you
never have weeping eyes, if your hearts never swell as if they would burst,
you need not anticipate that you will be called zealous; you do not know the
beginning of true zeal, for the foundation of Christian zeal lies in the heart.
The heart must be heavy with grief and yet must beat high with holy ardour;
the heart must be vehement in desire, panting continually for God’s glory, or
else we shall never attain to anything like the zeal which God would have us
know. 639.393
p. 498
Lady Powerscourt says somewhere, “If we want to be thoroughly hot with
zeal, we must go near to the furnace of the Saviour’s love.” 639.395
p. 498

(Life on the Highest Plane: A Study of the Spiritual Nature and Needs of
Man by Ruth Paxson) Chicago, IL: Moody Press. Copyright––The
Moody Bible Institute of Chicago, 1928.
We have seen what yielding is–the transference of the ownership and
control of the life from self to Christ. But self will relinquish nothing except
under compulsion. So it is necessary to understand at the outset just what
the full measurement of a yielded life is.
p. 333

(Take My Heart, O God: Riches from the Greatest Christian Women Writers
of All Times by Sarah Young) Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan.
Copyright– Worthy Media, Inc., 2010.

God has chosen you and me for the purpose of bearing much eternal fruit . . .
fruit that is simply the character of God’s Son coming out in us.
p. 1/2

––ANNE GRAHAM LOTZ
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(Take My Heart, O God: Riches from the Greatest Christian Women Writers
of All Times by Sarah Young) Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan.
Copyright– Worthy Media, Inc., 2010.

Whether things are good or bad, happy or sad, difficult or easy, you’re in the
middle of a God-ordained adventure that changes day by day––sometimes
second by second.

––THELMA WELLS

GRAND ADVENTURE
Every day we venture into the unknown. Every day appears to us as a blank
slate (although, of course, God has already painted it). We step out and begin
the adventure. What awaits? Isn’t it wonderful to know, beyond the shadow
of a doubt, that everything that happens to us today has already passed
through God’s hands? Nothing takes him by surprise. The joys and sorrows
are part of the grand adventure of life.
And life changes moment by moment. The events of a split second can send
us into joy or sorrow. It’s all part of the adventure.
We could face life with fear, anger, bitterness. We could choose to see each
day as a sorry journey to nowhere. But why do that when God says, “Join
me!” How much better to look at life as a vast uncharted territory to explore,
looking to see what God-ordained surprises await us!
p. 11/5

A prayerful heart and an obedient heart will learn, very slowly, and not
without sorrow, to stake everything on God himself.
p. 9/10

––ELISABETH ELLIOT
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(God’s Little Devotional Book for Teachers by Honor Books) Tulsa, OK: Honor
Books. Copyright – Honor Books, 1999.
A man once walked into a store and took his place in line behind four
other customers. Before long, he realized the line wasn’t moving. A trio of
clerks behind the counter were involved in a personal discussion, and it was
only after they sensed the restlessness of those waiting that they turned to
give them attention. Even then, they did not offer service cheerfully. They
acted as if the customers were interfering with their social lives and
continued their personal conversation.
After making his purchase, the man asked to see the manager.
Suddenly, the clerk’s attitude changed. He became all smiles and he said,
“I’m sorry if I kept you waiting.”
The man smiled back and said, “Don’t worry. It won’t happen again.
I can assure you it won’t.” If that sounded like a threat . . . it was. Little did
the clerk know that he had neglected the owner of the store!
p. 43

(The Best of A. W. Tozer: Book 2 compiled by Warren W. Wiersbe) Camp
Hill, PA: Wing Spread Publishers. Copyright– Zur Ltd., 1980, 2000.
In this world where men forget us, change their attitude toward us as
their private interests dictate and revise their opinion of us for the slightest
cause, is it not a source of wondrous strength to know that the God with
whom we have to do changes not? That His attitude toward us now is the
same as it was in eternity past and will be in eternity to come?
p. 18
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(Exploring the Mind & Heart of the Prince of Preachers: Five-thousand
illustrations under one-thousand topical headings from the works of
C. H. Spurgeon by C. H. Spurgeon) Oswego, IL: Fox River Press.
Copyright– Fox River Press, 2005.
LABOR *7
Work is always healthier for us than idleness; it is always better to wear out
shoes than sheets. PP128
p. 272
To live a life of comparative ease and enjoyment shames me. To work to
weariness seems nothing. After all, what are we doing compared with what
he has done? 1128.479
p. 272
Remember now that in Stage #10: Christ in My Family, verse 23 is our
KEY VERSE:
“WHATEVER YOU ARE DOING, BE WORKING FROM THE HEART,
AS TO THE LORD AND NOT TO MEN.”
Your FOCUS is to be upon the Lord and to serve Him, and do what He would
have us do.
John 15:8 (KJV)
Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit; . . .
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v.24 knowing that from the Lord you will receive the inheritance as a
reward.

The NET Bible then translates verse 24:
because you know that you will receive your inheritance from the Lord
as the reward.

Peterson paraphrases verse 24:
confident that you’ll get paid in full when you come into your
inheritance.

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
Principles in Colossians 3:22-25 for Christian slaves may be applied today to
Christian employees. If more Christian employees today served their
employers with genuine concern and as though they were serving God,
quality and productivity would increase dramatically! It is the Lord Christ
whom all Christians are serving. (This is the only place in the NT where the
term “the Lord Christ” is used.) After all, the final “payday” (an inheritance .
. . as a reward) is coming from the Lord . . .
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It is “FROM THE LORD” that you will ultimately receive your wages, so
“be working from your heart” for Him.
“THE INHERITANCE” is described for us in:
Colossians 1:5 (DAV)
Because of the hope that is laid up for you in heaven, which you heard
before in the word of the truth of the gospel, that has come to you,
1 Corinthians 15:58 (TLB)
So, my dear brothers, since future victory is sure, be strong and steady,
always abounding in the Lord’s work, for you know that nothing you do
for the Lord is ever wasted as it would be if there were no resurrection.
Ephesians 1:14 (TLB)
His presence within us is God’s guarantee that he really will give us all
that he promised; and the Spirit’s seal upon us means that God has
already purchased us and that he guarantees to bring us to himself.
This is just one more reason for us to praise our glorious God.
1 Peter 1:4-6 (NASB)
to obtain an inheritance which is imperishable and undefiled and will
not fade away, reserved in heaven for you, who are protected by the
power of God through faith for a salvation ready to be revealed in the
last time. In this you greatly rejoice, even though now for a little
while, if necessary, you have been distressed by various trials,
Revelation 22:12-13 (NASB)
“Behold, I am coming quickly, and My reward is with Me, to render to
every man according to what he has done. I am the Alpha and the
Omega, the first and the last, the beginning and the end.”
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Fergusson says:
That he may excite servants to their duty, he useth some arguments,
the first taken from that free retribution of the heavenly inheritance which
Christ shall give unto those who serve him in their calling, and to believing
servants among the rest.
p. 368

Jamieson, Fausset & Brown say:
the reward of the inheritance—“Knowing that it is from the Lord (the
ultimate source of reward), ye shall receive the compensation (or recompense,
which will make ample amends for your having no earthly possession, as
slaves now) consisting of the inheritance” . . .
p. 1326

Lange says:
STARKE:—God in His wisdom has so classed men, that some are
subjects and servants, while others command and should rule. This is not
contrary to the equality of Christians, or to Christian brotherhood; they are
still one in Christ. Therefore servants should not have so great a dislike to
service, but serve with alacrity and with the heartier obedience, particularly
as they are not slaves, but free.
p. 79

(Found: God’s Will: Find the Direction and Purpose God Wants for Your Life
by John MacArthur) Colorado Springs, CO: David C. Cook. Copyright–
John MacArthur, 1977.
Do you see what the Spirit-filled life is? It is being saturated with the
things of Christ with His Word, His Person.
You might say, “Well, you know I’d like that. I’d like to be saturated
with Christ. How do I do that?
The only way is to study the Book that discloses all He is!
pp. 27-28
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v.25 The Master, Christ, you are serving; for the one doing wrong shall
receive back that which he did wrong, and there is no partiality.

The NET Bible then translates verse 25:
Serve the Lord Christ. For the one who does wrong will be repaid for
his wrong, and there are no exceptions.

Peterson paraphrases verse 25:
Keep in mind always that the ultimate Master you’re serving is Christ.
The sullen servant who does shoddy work will be held responsible.
Being a follower of Jesus doesn’t cover up bad work.

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
He will judge without favoritism . . . that is, in full justice, repaying
wrongdoers and rewarding those who serve Him.
In these verses . . . Paul made numerous points about the motives,
attitudes, and conduct of Christian slaves. Such instruction was remarkable
in a master-slave society.
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Here is the REASON for the previous admonitions to “be working from the
heart”:
“THE MASTER, CHRIST, YOU ARE SERVING.”

Ephesians 6:9 (TLB)
And you slave owners must treat your slaves right, just as I have told
them to treat you. Don’t keep threatening them; remember, you
yourselves are slaves to Christ; you have the same Master they do, and
he has no favorites.
What you GIVE, you GET.
What you SOW, you REAP.
Galatians 6:7 (TLB)
Don’t be misled; remember that you can’t ignore God and get away
with it: a man will always reap just the kind of crop he sows!

(Take My Heart, O God: Riches from the Greatest Christian Women Writers
of All Times by Sarah Young) Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan.
Copyright– Worthy Media, Inc., 2010.

Once we give an inch, God will take a mile. He’ll take a million miles. He’ll
soar on the wings of the wind from heaven to here to show you who He is, to
embrace you with His love.
p. 9/1

––JONI EARECKSON TADA
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(The Glorious Pursuit: Embracing the Virtues of Christ by Gary L. Thomas)
Colorado Springs, CO: NavPress. Copyright– Gary Thomas, 1998.
There was great freedom in this for me, and transformation. When
I insist on control, my anxiety level rises; frustration reaches a boiling point,
and my wife and children are most likely to become my victims. At the
moment we needed to be drawing closer, supporting and encouraging one
another, we could have become alienated with accusation and unfocused
anger. Practicing the virtue of surrender was our key to a stronger family life
in the midst of disappointment. If God was changing our plans, we needed to
get on board with what He was doing rather than become obsessed with what
we wanted.
Through this process I realized how trials shape us.
p. 70
The Scripture speaks of no real Christian who has an ugly, selfish, angry,
and contentious spirit. Nothing can be more contradictory than a morose,
hard, closed, and spiteful Christian.
JONATHAN EDWARDS
p. 147

(Voices from the Past: Puritan Devotional Readings edited by Richard
Rushing) Carlisle, PA: Banner of Truth Trust. Copyright– Richard
Rushing, 2009.
Our God is a suitable portion. No object is as suitable to the heart as
he is. He is a portion that is exactly suited to the condition of the soul in its
desires, needs, wants, longings and prayers. All the soul needs is found in
God. There is light to enlighten the soul, wisdom to counsel the soul, power
to support the soul, goodness to supply the soul, mercy to pardon the soul,
beauty to delight the soul, glory to ravish the soul, and fullness to fill the
soul. Health is not more suitable to a sick man, wealth to a poor man, bread
to a hungry man, drink to a thirsty man, clothes to a naked man, balm to a
wounded man, ease to a tormented man, and pardon to a condemned man,
than this portion is to all the needs of man.
p. 33
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(Life on the Highest Plane: A Study of the Spiritual Nature and Needs of
Man by Ruth Paxson) Chicago, IL: Moody Press. Copyright––The
Moody Bible Institute of Chicago, 1928.
Yielding to Christ is a definite act. It is not a mere expression of a
pious desire but it is the declaration of a purposeful determination. It is not
an often-repeated wish but it is a decisive act of the will. To yield is to
acknowledge Christ’s claim to the perfect possession, complete control and
unhindered use of one’s whole being and then to act upon such an
acknowledgment by a definite surrender of it to Him. Desire becomes
decision and decision crystallized into action.
p. 336
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4:v.1 Masters, be displaying justice and fairness to your slaves, knowing that
you also are having a Master in heaven.

The NET Bible then translates verse 1:
Masters, treat your slaves with justice and fairness, because you know
that you also have a master in heaven.

Peterson paraphrases verse 1:
And masters, treat your servants considerately. Be fair with them.
Don’t forget for a minute that you, too, serve a Master—God in heaven.

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
4:1. On the other hand masters were to provide (“give deliberate care”)
for their slaves with what is right (dikaion) and fair (isotēta, “equitable”).
After all, masters themselves are responsible to the Lord, their Master in
heaven, who treats them fairly. If employers of nonslaves today manifested
this kind of compassionate and impartial care for their employees, certainly
their employees’ motivation to work would radically improve.
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This is the SIXTH GROUP Paul addresses in this section. We have had:
1.

“Wives,”

2.

“Husbands,”

3.

“Children,”

4.

“Fathers,”

5.

“Servants,” and now

6.

“MASTERS.”

Or EMPLOYEES and EMPLOYERS.
The “MASTERS” or EMPLOYERS are to:
“BE DISPLAYING JUSTICE AND FAIRNESS” to their EMPLOYEES.
This statement could be made in view of the fact that PHILEMON (the
employer) and ONESIMUS (the employee or servant) was going to be in the
audience when this letter was to be read.
Just because we have the authority over someone does not mean for a minute
that we can be unjust and unfair to them in the demands that we make of
them:
“KNOWING THAT YOU ALSO ARE HAVING A MASTER IN
HEAVEN.”
This TAKES US BACK to:
Colossians 3:25 (DAV)
The Master, Christ, you are serving . . .
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Your “MASTER IN HEAVEN” has done more than deal with us justly and
fairly, He has dealt with us in GRACE.
1 Samuel 12:23-24 (NIV)
As for me, far be it from me that I should sin against the Lord by
failing to pray for you. And I will teach you the way that is good and
right. But be sure to fear the Lord and serve him faithfully with all
your heart; consider what great things he has done for you.

Barker & Kohlenberger say:
1 Now Paul turns to the duty of masters toward their slaves in terms of
dealing justly and equitably with them. Though in the Roman world slaves
had few rights, Paul does not hesitate to teach that duty is not all on the side
of slaves. Masters too have obligations. Paul’s reason for their being
completely fair with their slaves is a compelling one: “because you know that
you also have a Master in heaven.” It is to God that Christian masters are
accountable for how they treat their slaves. Both master and slave alike bow
before one Master, with whom there is no “favoritism.”
p. 840

Fergusson says:
This verse seemeth to be a part of the preceding chapter, whether we
look to the purpose which goeth before, or to that which doth follow; wherein
he exhorts masters to give unto their servants that which they were obliged,
whether by strict law and condition, or by the law of charity and Christian
meekness; and that, because they had a Master in heaven, who would reckon
with them if they did otherwise.
p. 369
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Gaebelein says:
And Masters are exhorted to render unto the slaves that which is just
and equal. “Knowing that ye also have a Master who is in heaven.” Before
that Master, all will have to appear and there will be no respect of persons.
p. 80

Hendriksen says:
The all-sufficient Christ is also the source of life for household groups.
They, too, must draw their inspiration from him, for it is from him that they
derive power to do what is right and proper, the purpose to do all in the name
of the Lord Jesus, and the pattern of obedience.
In the present paragraph wives are told to be submissive to their
husbands; husbands to love their wives; next, children, to obey their parents;
fathers, to be kind to their children; and finally, slaves to obey their masters,
“not with eye-service as men-pleasers but with singleness of heart, fearing
the Lord”; and masters, to render to their slaves what is fair and square,
remembering that they (these masters), too, have a Master in heaven.
p. 176

Henry says:
You who are masters of others have a Master yourself, and are accountable to
one above you. Deal with your servants as you expect God should deal with
you. You are both servants of the same Lord and are equally accountable to
him at last.”
p. 1874
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Lovett says:
MASTERS. Paul’s words are as needed today in our employeeemployer relationship as in the days of Colosse. A Christian could well look
upon his employee and wonder, “Why am I his employer? Why is he my
employee?” The answer: “That I may take him and so forbear with him as to
sweeten his role in life and help him be what he ought in Christ.” God has
obviously purposed that some should serve while others rule. Yet, this does
not violate Christian brotherhood, for both have the same Christ as Lord.
Christianity is not concerned with the ranks of men, for the Lord can be
served in any situation—even behind an Iron Curtain.
p. 193

Patrick & Lowth say:
. . . What is just and equal.] Hence it is evident, that justice is to be observed
towards servants, and that there be offices of humanity and charity due to
them: as, (1.) that we do not look upon them as vile persons, but as partakers
of the same grace and nature with us, and so not only servants, but as
brethren, Philem. 16.
p. 794

Radmacher, Allen & House say:
. . . Paul does not concern himself only with servants or employees.
Employers also have a duty not to take advantage of employees. Instead they
should offer a just wage, proper benefits, and adequate rest. In contemporary
societies, many of these benefits are required by government regulations.
But how much better when Christian employers treat their employees well
for the Lord’s sake, knowing that they too have a Master in heaven.
p. 1568
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Robertson says:
This is one of the wrong chapter divisions. The new chapter should
begin with 4:2, not 4:1. After Paul’s pointed words to slaves it was inevitable
that he should speak to masters.
p. 123

Wuest says:
This verse really belongs to the material in the closing words of the previous
chapter. It contains a final word to masters of slaves. “Give” is parechō, “to
exhibit or offer on one’s own part, to render or afford from one’s own
resources or by one’s own power.” The idea is, “render on your own part.”
“Equal” is isotēs, “equity, fairness, what is equitable.” Vincent says:
“Literally, the equality. Not equality of condition, but the brotherly equality
growing out of the Christian relation, in which there is neither bond nor
free.” Expositors says: “The master should regulate his treatment of his
slave, not by caprice, but by equity.” It should be kept in mind that these
masters were Christians.
p. 233

(Voices from the Past: Puritan Devotional Readings edited by Richard
Rushing) Carlisle, PA: Banner of Truth Trust. Copyright– Richard
Rushing, 2009.
If they will at last seek God by prayer, and break off their sins, he will be a
Father. When the prodigal went to his father, ‘his father . . . ran and
embraced him and kissed him’ (Luke 15:20). If you have been a prodigal and
spent all upon your lusts, flee to God by repentance. He will embrace you
with the arms of mercy, and seal your pardon with a kiss. The deepest sin is
not so broad that Christ’s blood cannot cover it. There is more sweetness in
this word ‘Father’, than it we had ten thousand [words]!
p. 226
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(Exploring the Mind & Heart of the Prince of Preachers: Five-thousand
illustrations under one-thousand topical headings from the works of
C. H. Spurgeon by C. H. Spurgeon) Oswego, IL: Fox River Press.
Copyright– Fox River Press, 2005.
REWARDS*
The preacher may not get credit for his work in the statistics which reckon
scores and hundreds; but in that other book, which no secretary could keep,
where things are weighed rather than numbered, the worker’s register will
greatly honour his Master. AM234
p. M-546

(A Place of Healing: Wrestling with the Mysteries of Suffering, Pain, and
God’s Sovereignty by Joni Eareckson Tada) Colorado Springs, CO:
David C. Cook. Copyright– Joni Eareckson Tada, 2010.
I will add my voice of praise to his.
Thank You, God, for this life You have given me. That You for the
many opportunities to serve You, even in my pain. Thank You, God, for this

wheelchair. For it’s been granted to me to not only believe on Your Son, but
to suffer for His sake. Oh joy!

p. 197

. . . For in perfect faithfulness
you have done marvelous things,
things planned long ago.

(Exploring the Mind & Heart of the Prince of Preachers: Five-thousand
illustrations under one-thousand topical headings from the works of
C. H. Spurgeon by C. H. Spurgeon) Oswego, IL: Fox River Press.
Copyright– Fox River Press, 2005.
We are nothing, we yield nothing, we can do nothing. 2410.193
p. 243
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CONCLUSION:
What are some of the lessons we can learn from this particular study?
LESSON #1: God has designed the family for the preparation of the child for
adult life. Let us accept as good our Heavenly Father’s design for our
lives.
LESSON #2: A submissive Spirit is the one that has the freedom to be
creative under the protection of divinely appointed authority.
LESSON #3: Longfellow said: “Submission is the footprint of faith in the
pathway of sorrow.”
LESSON #4: This submission in Ephesians 5 is a visible manifestation of a
Spirit-filled life.
LESSON #5: In the presence of sacrificial servant leadership, there is no
problem in the area of submission.
LESSON #6: The husband’s responsibility in loving his wife is to focus on
security, self-image, and servant issues. The husband’s place is not to
rule in a cold dictatorship, but to be loving his wife. It is loving
leadership.
LESSON #7: If I am loving my wife I am living by the four C’s: (1) Care;
(2) Communication; (3) Concern; and (4) Consideration.
LESSON #8: Listen to Shulamith as she lectures Solomon: “Let us catch the
foxes that ruin the vineyard” (SOS 2:15). Those foxes are bitterness,
resentment, jealousy, an unforgiving spirit, failure to yield one’s rights
in the relationship, selfishness, distance, and coldness.
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LESSON #9: If I’m loving my wife and this love is a growing thing, it will
move from selfishness to sacrifice, from getting to giving.
LESSON #10: Thomas á Kempis said: “No man doth faithfully rule but he
that hath learned gladly to obey.”
LESSON #11: Notice carefully that obedience is pleasing to the Lord.
LESSON #12: Overcorrection leads to discouragement. Commendation and
correction go hand in hand.
LESSON #13: Whatever you are doing, be working from the heart as to the
Lord and not to men.
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Barclay says:
One of the commonest and the most human of faults is that we so often
demand from others standards that we are not ourselves prepared to fulfill;
we are apt to be much more clearly conscious of the duty that others have to
us than of the duty that we have to others; we are apt to think much more
often of our rights than of our responsibilities. If we are to live the Christian
life, we must live in the constant awareness that all duty is reciprocal, and
we must think just as much of the duty we owe to others as of the duty they
owe to us. The husband may expect respect from his wife, but she has the
right to expect sympathetic love from him. The employer may expect faithful
work from his employees, but the employee has the right to expect fair and
human treatment from him. The parents may expect honor and obedience
from their children, but the children have the right to expect understanding
and encouragement from them. The life of the home and of society and of
industry would become new if we set this principle ever before us as the rule
of our lives.
pp. 130-31

(Exploring the Mind & Heart of the Prince of Preachers: Five-thousand
illustrations under one-thousand topical headings from the works of
C. H. Spurgeon by C. H. Spurgeon) Oswego, IL: Fox River Press.
Copyright– Fox River Press, 2005.
It is one of the axioms of theology that, if a man be lost, God must not be
blamed for it; and it is also an axiom of theology that, if a man is saved, God
must have all the glory of it. 3202.294
p. 471
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(Faith & Doubt by John Ortberg) Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan. Copyright–
John Ortberg, 2008.
A guy by the name of Bill Moore, who grew up in poverty, got drunk
one time and shot a man for five thousand dollars. He ended up on death
row. Lee Strobel met Bill and writes about him in his book The Case for

Faith.

A couple of guys went into prison (because God prompts people to go
into prisons) and told him, “Bill, there is a man, Jesus, who loves you, and he
gave his life on a cross. He died for you. He went to death row for you.”
Nobody had ever told Bill about Jesus before. He’d been sitting on death row
for years. He turned his life over to Jesus, and it changed him so much—
changed the darkness and bitterness and hatred inside him so much—that
other people began to be drawn to him. People started meeting Jesus
through this guy on death row. He became known as “The Peacemaker.” His
cell block was the safest place in the penitentiary because so many people
were coming to Christ through Bill Moore.
Churches found out about this, and when people needed counseling, no
kidding, churches started sending people to the penitentiary to get counseling
from Bill Moore. Can you imagine calling a church to ask for a referral and
hearing, “I want you to go over to death row. There’s an inmate there . . .”
What does that? Jesus does that.
Bill Moore was changed so much that he won the love of the family of
the man he killed. It changed him so much over the sixteen-year period that
all kinds of people wrote letters for him. Eventually, the authorities not only
canceled his death sentence; they not only commuted his sentence, which was
unprecedented; but they paroled him. Bill Moore now serves as head of
congregation in a couple of housing projects in a desperately poor area. When
Strobel met with him, he asked, “Bill, what in the world turned your life
around? Was it a new medication? Was it some kind of rehab program? Was
it a new approach to counseling?”
Bill said, “No, Lee, it wasn’t any of that stuff. It was Jesus Christ.
pp. 167-8
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Let’s conclude our meditation with singing that great old hymn:
Jesus, I Am Resting, Resting
Jesus, I am resting, resting
In the joy of what Thou art;
I am finding out the greatness
Of Thy loving heart.
Thou hast bid me gaze upon Thee,
And Thy beauty fills my soul,
For by Thy transforming power,
Thou has made me whole.
Simply trusting Thee, Lord Jesus,
I behold Thee as Thou art,
And Thy love, so pure, so changeless,
Satisfies my heart;
Satisfies its deepest longings,
Meets, supplies its every need,
Compasseth me round with blessings:
Thine is love indeed!
Ever lift Thy face upon me
As I work and wait for Thee;
Resting ‘neath Thy smile,
Lord Jesus, Earth’s dark shadows flee.
Brightness of my Father’s glory,
Sunshine of my Father’s face,
Keep me ever trusting, resting,
Fill me with Thy grace. Jesus,

Refrain:

Jesus, I am resting, resting
In the joy of what Thou art;
I am finding out the greatness
Of Thy loving heart.
(“Jesus, I Am Resting, Resting” by Jean S. Pigott. The New Church Hymnal,
Lexicon Music, Inc., 1976. #373)
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